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Preface

     The ultimate gift of the Divine lives in our sexual presence, it is the essence of our total being. 

Our sexuality plays a major role in who we are and how we perceive life. Its offerings hold great 

power and have a notable influence on all of humankind. It is through our sexual energies that 

we are able to express feelings and share love, in our own unique form.  It offers a boost to our 

emotional condition and has a positive effect on our overall health. Our sexual experiences allow 

us to enjoy a heightened spiritual awareness and offer us the opportunity to connect as one with 

the universe.  As a bonus, it feels good!

     Unfortunately, most people remain restrictively focused on the stigma attached to our 

sexuality and miss the true brilliance of the experience.  Merely touching the surface benefits of 

sex, can leave feelings of emptiness and create voids we cannot explain or fill by any other 

means. We miss that part which allows us to reach the depths and positives that come as the 

complete and true sexual ‘happening’. Far too many of us tend to ignore the vital role sex plays 

in every aspect of our lives. We do not take in all that is available to us through our sex and 

sexual energies. A piece of us will always be missing. Sex is truly deserving of our full attention 

and participation.

     As far back as the 1st century, there have been writings, which tell of the benefits of sex and 

its importance, relevance and offerings.



In the 15th and 16th centuries, we were enlightened with the beginnings of the Kama Sutra.

Those works gave us recorded instructions of how to get the most from our sexual experiences 

and the importance of moving our sexual energies on a regular basis. Unfortunately, through the 

years, we have disregarded the significance of those early teachings and lessened the value of sex 

in general. Society has placed restrictions on all aspects of human sexuality, made it dirty and 

shameful. What they have left us is lacking in substance and missing its soul. It’s just sex!

     Regardless of its present day status and the terms, which have been set by those in authority, it 

is not evil and not wrong or bad. There should be no guilt or shame attached to it nor should it be 

a taboo subject, hidden or kept secret. Sex is a beautiful and natural part of our existence, the 

dance of Divine energies, and should be given the respect it merits. Sex is to be revered rather 

than shunned or passed over. It is life in all its beauty and splendor! It is enrichment and vitality. 

Sex warrants no dishonor or contempt for its offerings.

     These writings relay the realities of the many aspects of our sexuality. However, words really 

aren’t descriptively powerful enough to tell of the true grandness of our sexual essence.  It is 

difficult to explain the physical and emotional feelings and sensations experienced by the body, 

mind, spirit and soul. It is a spiritual connection to life and the Universe. Our sexuality is 

mystical, inexplicable and an undeniable force for us all. Whether we choose to believe in its 

power is another matter, but one we each must decide for ourselves. No authority should be 

given that control. Sex is a personal right and privilege.



     The following chapters do not offer up an instruction manual or provide any scientific data.

Instead, this book will provoke thought and provide insight into the many aspects of human 

sexuality and the realities that accompany them. Sadly, there is over stimulated convention and 

pre-programming that affect how we view and live our sexuality. We will openly discuss the 

facts regarding sex, what actually lives between partners, rather than review the limiting 

persuasions of societal dictates.  It is past time we take sex out of the closet, recognize its true 

value and enjoy the benefits.

     Whether our sexual experiences be an in person affair, an Internet encounter or an erotic 

phone adventure, it is a sacred and private affair.  Sex will always command that the experiences 

shared will be between two consenting adults. It also requires that we respect the need for safe 

and sane practices. Sharing sex with another does not automatically come with any permissions 

to breach privacy and is not a subject to be communicated in any context without the consent and 

knowledge of both partners. Along with the pleasures our sexuality brings us, it holds 

responsibilities as well.

.



 

Part One

The Basic Elements

     Is there really anything basic about sex? If there is, then your experiences are lacking. Sex is 

complex, deeply spiritual and a mainstay in our life's essentials package. It is as important as 

food, water and air. It is also distinctly individual. We each experience our sexuality in our own 

unique fashion.  Our sexual needs are real and no matter how hard we try to suppress them, they 

still exist and command our attention. Sex holds more importance than it is given credit for and 

should be recognized for its truths rather than by the contemptuous tone of society.

     Sex is not merely an event that occurs without rhyme or reason to satisfy a momentary fever. 

Our sexual energies are born deep within us and live there. We are compelled to seek a fix as 

with an addiction to a drug. Our individual needs may vary, our fetishes different, but the 

cravings exist for all of us. The soul cries out for a taste of the energies within the spirit. In one 

form or fashion, we need it. We would suffer without the benefits to our physical and emotional 

health and the time of intimacy with another. More than that, we would miss the deeply spiritual 

experiences, as well as the opportunity sex presents to meld with the universe.

     This compelling need for sex comes in many forms and with varying levels of intensity. 

Whether it is a traditional sexual experience, self-pleasuring, alternative, taboo sex or the often 

maligned quickie, it all counts and in one form or another, our needs must be addressed.  



It is essential that our sexual energy be moved on a regular basis to avoid an unhealthy storage 

and the ensuing negative consequences. Those results could provoke actual physical illness, 

especially in men. We need the release offered by the spirit in flight, the ultimate connection.

     We cannot afford to allow our sexual needs to be dictated, regulated or passed over. No one 

knows our needs better than we do.  If not attended, they will present an unhealthy and 

incomplete personification. Our physical and mental well-being are also affected by our 

convictions regarding sex. Our lives are often shaped by our choices and decisions in that regard. 

It makes sense to be in control and aware. This aspect of life comes with the same rights and our 

choices as private and personal as our religious and political convictions.

     Sex has been the taboo subject for generations. Although it is slowly becoming a topic worthy 

of attention, there are still negatives and stereotyping attached and it remains the forbidden fruit. 

It is often used as a weapon or tool for manipulation or punishment. Many sex acts continue to 

be labeled as dirty or perverse and remain illegal in many of our cities and states. However, sex 

holds religious and health affiliations and given its importance to our existence, it is unclear how 

it came to be taboo, illegal or perverted, under those circumstances.

     Religious leaders and government regulations have had a hand in giving it its bad reputation. 

Even with their move to update and come into the new millennium, church and state have yet to 

let go of their controls regarding our personal sexuality.  



We cannot let others or the fear of reprisals dictate our most private of all choices. Nor can we 

allow the negative input of generations past to dictate how we are to have our most basic of 

needs met.

     Sex was meant to be associated with pleasure and certainly is not basic. It is deeply rooted 

and spiritual. We owe it to ourselves to squash the myths and misconceptions, set aside the fear 

and apprehensions and make each encounter a memorable one.  Male and female alike, need to 

be aware of their sexual needs, wants and desires. Find a partner who can share in their sexual 

dreams and begin to experience all sex has to offer. It is a gift we are meant to experience. 

Fantasizing, wishing and letting others dictate our preferences won’t accomplish that goal. We 

must live it, according to our designs and pleasure instead.

 



                                                                                                                        

Chapter One

How Important is Sex in a Relationship?

     Sex is a natural, undeniable force in our lives. It is the essence of our being and holds enough 

authority to determine our daily life experiences and the person we ultimately become. Our 

sexual energies affect every aspect of life. Hormone levels, chemistry, personality and mood are 

touched by its energies, so too is our spiritual essence. Sexual issues can exalt or dissolve 

feelings of love and too often disrupts relationship commitments and marriages. Sex concerns 

play a major role in the high rate of divorce and are the cause for most all incidences of 

cheating.  That makes a clear statement of the impact it has in our overall compatibility and its 

level of importance.

     With the divorce rate and relationship failures rising above 50%, one would have to consider 

the role sex plays in those percentages. It would appear that a great number of people are 

dissatisfied with their sex lives. It would be wise to give serious thought to this aspect of our 

relationships and question the cause for such a high rate of failure. Do today’s fast-paced 

lifestyles affect our decisions regarding a partner or our sexual needs? Are our relationship 

choices based in lusty infatuation, driven by transient emotions? Do we suffer from a lack of 

proper relationship planning? Or are we simply meant to play out our sexual roles for a fleeting 

‘moment’ and catch the next spiritual connection as it finds us?



     Successful relationship ventures require open and honest discussion and planning for healthy, 

satisfying sexual experiences. Sexual compatibility contributes to the overall health and well-

being of the relationship itself. In the beginning of a relationship, couples discuss all aspects of 

life to determine compatibility and make decisions about the future. They talk openly about their 

political views, spiritual and moral beliefs, address needs and desires and share their dreams and 

aspirations. Discussions regarding needs, planning for growth issues, the effects of outside 

influences and potential stressors are vital to relationship success. Sex too has a place as a main 

consideration.

     Our sexual needs are viable and any verbal or written agreements involving a relationship 

commitment should include a parley and alliance regarding sex and our needs in that regard. The 

subject of sex must play a critical role in the negotiations process to ensure long-term 

compatibility and fulfillment. Maybe an appropriate solution for a lack of attention to our most 

basic of needs, would involve consequences to promote its importance and relevance. A partner 

who fails to meet the addressed needs would create a breach of the marriage vows or 

commitment agreement, leaving a standing order for an ‘out clause’. Something is obviously 

missing and perhaps major consequences would assist in promoting the importance of sex in the 

planning process.

 

     Sex is not merely an event or a task we do as a matter of course. The bonding it presents, in 

its truest form, is the essence of a lasting commitment.



When sex is ‘just sex', the chances for long-term happiness and contentment diminish greatly.

Therefore, it is important that this subject be thoroughly addressed and agreement reached before 

any actual commitment takes place. Designing a plan in accordance with a mutually agreed upon 

checklist of needs, wants and desires is a good standard practice. Needs cannot be ignored and 

will eventually become deal breakers.

     Even addressing the simple things and including the ‘what if’s’, is important. What happens if 

either partner feels the sex has become boring? How do you tell your partner it is not enough for 

you? What would you say to your partner if there were voids that need to be filled? Settling for 

whatever is offered usually warrants a discontented mate and cheating. Neither of those end 

results is an acceptable alternative to designing a lasting plan and getting what you really want.

     All relationships require honesty and commitment in planning for success. It is wise to be 

open and sincere with yourself and your partner about your sexual needs. It is also important to 

be honest about your capabilities to meet the needs of your partner. If your partner has cravings 

for oral sex and you find it disgusting, he/she needs to be aware of that in the beginning. Saying 

yes to things you know you hate and cannot offer, would ultimately lead to a discontented 

partner and result in cheating. Misrepresenting the facts or hiding your true sexual needs and 

desires will only prolong the inevitable failure of the relationship.



     Many couples say that sex is not that important. Love is the main component and holds the 

greatest influence. Those sentiments sound wonderfully romantic and fabulously courageous, but 

their needs aren’t going to go away because the partners want to appear heroic. The lack of 

fulfillment will eventually have an impact on the attitude and desire to participate. It will become 

a breeding ground for disagreements and promote the search for another partner, who will 

eagerly meet those needs. Sex is an issue! It holds great importance! That is our reality.

      The greatest aspect of our sexuality comes with the ability to share ourselves, our feelings 

and love. The ability to show love and your partner feel that love, through the exchange of sexual 

energies, is an extraordinary feat, which we relate to magic. The transfer of those positive 

feelings helps the bonding process, creates desire and cravings for more and promotes an 

Empathic connection. That connection allows us to feel our partner even when apart. The 

transfer of positive sexual energies and the show of feeling are what give sex its importance in 

our relationships.

     Positive and negative energies are transferred from one partner to another during sex. If there 

are negative energies passed on, it benefits no one. Those negatives are transmitted, as a virus 

with each subsequent sexual encounter. Your partner can feel those negative vibrations and will 

take an unfavorable impression away from the experience. That will leave a lack of interest in a 

repeat. It is vital to any sexual relationship to keep the positive energies flowing.



     Those seeking a strictly sexual relationship or who have their needs met through friends with 

benefits, do not carry the same commitment issues as those in a typical relationship. However, 

they do carry the same responsibilities regarding sex. They also owe it to themselves to follow 

the same guidelines for honesty and openness regarding their needs. What’s the point if it 

becomes an act of momentary self-gratification? No matter the partner or the type of 

relationship, the sexual experiences should count. They should be memorable happenings, 

spiritual awakenings and not just sex events.

     The sex shared does not have to be a traditional lovemaking event to maintain its level of 

importance. Your sexual experiences can be altered, modified, an adventure in self pleasure or 

sex deemed outside the box, and there can be compromise. Sexual energies will still be present 

and moved. Those sexual energies will bring every positive that traditional sex has to offer and 

can present the same negative affect if all of the elements are not satisfied.  

     There are more than the traditional methods for calling up sexual energy and many more ways 

to flourish in its light. Enhancements can be found in Tantric and Taoist sexualities or found in 

the ancient writings of the Kama Sutra. Standing away from the traditional is not an evil. 

Relationships can suffer in the traditions and may need a more spiritual calling. Adding flair and 

spice works to your advantage in any case. Knowing what is needed can save a fallen 

relationship. Look past the obvious for solutions to sexual ‘issues’. Maybe something as simple 

as a change in roles would answer the call.



  

Take sex out of the box, allow your soul to touch it and feel the magic it presents. Sex is the 

connector and can meld us with the energies of the Universe; it holds great power.

     Sex is an integral part of the human experience and cannot be ignored or taken lightly. It 

holds great significance in our physical, emotional and spiritual well-being. The importance of 

sex in our relationships is obvious and undeniable. Without a strong and satisfying sexual 

component, the partners suffer great loss. Sex holds great healing and bonding powers and does 

affect every aspect of life. It quiets the mind, nourishes the soul, allows the spirit to soar and 

brings life to the body.  Sex is relevant and relative and a critical component of any relationship 

where sexual energies are shared. It can be, and most often is, a determinate factor in its 

endurance.    

                                                                                                                      



  

Chapter Two

Speaking of Sex

 

     Why do we find it so difficult to talk about sex or openly express our sexual needs and 

desires? What are we afraid will happen, if we do?  Most of us are taught that sex is a taboo 

subject, which is not discussed openly in the name of decency. Nice girls do not and gentlemen 

mind their manners, out of respect. Are we to assume then that gentlemen and nice girls just 

know, and always do it right, without the need for discussion? Following this logic of assumption 

suggests that being prim, proper and following societal dictates equates to good sex and would 

leave communication as an obsolete necessity. Those assumptions are dangerous.

     For the majority of us, it is the fear of reprisals and judgments, which provokes our silence. 

We are afraid if our secret truths were revealed, we would be ostracized for our wicked thoughts 

and evil lust. We are preprogrammed to suffer embarrassment and shame with regards to our 

sexual needs and desires. Because we usually extend these restrictions to our relationships, our 

partner is unaware of our true needs and cravings. Those actions or lack of action, can lead to 

frustration, discontent, cheating and ultimately, relationship failure. It seems a shame to let fear 

and the opinions of others create those circumstances.

  



     There are those of us who fear ourselves and our own repressed truths more than we fear what 

others might think. We are afraid of what might live in our secret garden of sexual desire and are 

a little more than apprehensive about facing our own sexual realities. If we do not talk about it, it 

can’t exist. We assume that if we ignore it, it will go away. What we fail to realize is how deeply 

these hidden truths are embedded in our psyche and how seriously they affect our everyday lives. 

Unwittingly they ultimately determine the choices we make and the paths we take in all aspects 

of life.

     Our moods, temperament, physical condition and our spirit are affected by hormone and 

chemistry levels. Stirring and moving our sexual energies determines those levels. Sex becomes 

important in everything we do, in every decision we make. Hormone levels and body chemistry 

contribute to our mindset and attitudes, which affect how we handle our relationships as well as 

our business deals. The fact that we form a pattern of denying ourselves basic needs and denying 

the truth and realities we live, is a dangerous practice.  It’s not just about sex! It isn’t simply a 

feel good treat we offer ourselves for pleasure. It is our essence.

   If the facts were not tainted by the righteous ideologies of man, it would be known that the gift 

of sex was not meant to come with the many limits and restrictions imposed. One is left to 

question who created the centuries old rules and by what reasoning and logic they were set in 

place. Whose purpose was served?



No matter the reasoning, we have allowed our communications and/or experiences to be 

inhibited, censured. However, society’s one size fits all mandates cannot repress the laws of 

human nature and the needs of humankind. We control our reality and should not give that power 

away. It sets a tone for the whole of our lives, in every situation we are given to let others dictate 

our life’s truths.

     In reality, sex is not evil or perverse and poses no harm. It is that part of our inner being we 

often deny, the self we repress. It is our essence, a natural piece of our intricate puzzle. Sex is a 

natural force of nature and was not intended to be ignored, hidden away, treated as an evil plague 

or a sin worthy of burning at the stake. We should be taking full advantage of this great gift we 

were given. Instead we tend to promote and nurture our censored dreams and forbidden truths by 

confining their life to the dark recesses of our unconscious mind. If we were to live what is 

stockpiled there, we would be living an extraordinary and sated life.

     Even if we dare not speak of this mystical, magical world of secret fantasies and yearnings, it 

lives, non-the-less, and strives to break through the walls we have constructed to hide its 

presence. Our sexual seeds are carefully planted there and whether we tend them or not, their 

roots will grow. Left unattended, it creates restlessness and voids, which we can never seem to 

fill. Like it or not, this secret garden exists.



There is no shame in recognizing its existence or accepting its realities. Our inhibitions and fears 

merely serve to create a cycle of unfulfilling and discontented relationships.

    Personality, disposition and character traits will not provoke great sexual experiences nor do 

they come as the result of any set protocol.  They are created and honed by sharing completely 

our inner selves, and openly addressing our needs. Relationships require open and honest 

communication to promote the fulfilling sex life we all want. It is not likely we will we find a 

partner who is capable of reading minds and will instinctively know of our needs and desires. It 

requires that we say it unrestricted aloud, express it in a form, which others can know and 

understand.

     Communication still is and always will be vital to the success of any relationship and sexual 

experience. If we are fortunate enough to find someone to share our secrets with, we are able to 

tear down the walls and let the sun shine on our secret garden.  Brilliant blossoms will grow 

freely when they are exposed and nurtured. Greatness is achieved only when we provide an 

environment for greatness to grow.

     Talking about sex can actually provoke fabulous sexual experiences. It works the same as a 

stimulating aphrodisiac.



The simple act of making a sexual interest checklist with your partner, can provoke incredible 

sexual happenings. A discussion of your fantasies, needs and cravings will easily promote 

arousal and closeness. Intimate communications can be fun. You will find your arousal will 

intensify by discussing the things that turn you on. Those forbidden thoughts and desires when 

allowed out, will create intensity.  It is much easier to speak of your needs while rapt in a 

moment of sexual intoxication. There is a sample checklist in Chapter 8. Start there and be 

prepared for marvelous adventures by simply holding a conversation about your needs.

     There are many exciting and erotic ways to make speaking of sex a grand affair.  Every 

culture has its own unique contributions, which offer intriguing and exciting ideas to promote 

communication. Eastern cultures would decorate the walls of the honeymoon suite with pictures 

of different sexual activities. The newlyweds could walk around the room and simply point to the 

ones, which excited them. That offering was a non-threatening form of communication, which 

allowed the couple to express their needs and desires while avoiding embarrassment. While 

verbally communicating would be the preference, this subtle technique provided a stress free 

option. Creativity is a marvelous asset in all sexual experiences.

    There are positives to letting go of your inhibitions and being brave enough to discuss your 

sexual needs and preferences.



Having those conversations in a hot tub or a candle lit room in front of a fireplace, will offer an 

even greater affect. In fact, that would propose a fabulous date night activity. The presentation or 

proposal of an erotic idea should create desire and inspire your partner. Those thoughts should 

provoke smiles and create arousal. Your imagination and creativity can take you far.  

Communicate and reap the benefits.

                                                                           



Chapter Three

Are Love and Sex Synonymous?

     For many generations, our culture, training and programming have highlighted a narrowly 

focused, morally driven belief system regarding our sexuality.  We have been lead to believe that 

sharing a sexual experience is, or should be, related to love and/or marriage. In order to have sex 

we must first have love. We are programmed to understand that sex is a direct result of love. 

From the beginnings of Christianity, we have been taught that sex is a privilege to be shared only 

in marriage. Although we have outgrown most of the old teachings, some of their negative 

effects remain and dictate how we view and experience our sexuality.

 

     Unfortunately, women, more specifically, have retained the stigma of the past and still expect 

that love and sex are inadvertently entwined. Women find themselves disappointed and even 

devastated when faced with the realities of the dreaded ‘one night stand’. They feel used and 

cheapened if their efforts warrant merely a night of sexual pleasure. Men continue to be chastised 

for their insensitive perceptions and nonchalant sexual conduct. While we are becoming more 

open with our sexuality and experience it more freely, without the benefit of a marriage 

ceremony or contract, the past still plagues us. We have yet to move past the expectations of an 

obligatory union between sex and love.

 

.   



     Are love and sex synonymous? Does having sex automatically equate to wedding bells and 

the white picket fence or does that idea live solely as a fantasy we hope to experience if we share 

sexual intimacy?

     For as much as men have been maligned for their belief in the separateness of the two, the 

fact is, they have had the right idea all along. Love is love, sex is sex and they do not come as a 

package deal. Love is not an automatic response or reaction to sharing intimacy nor is it a 

prerequisite to seeking sexual gratification. Sorry ladies, but those are the realities. If we are 

fortunate, we find both in the same partner and most of us strive to meet that end. However, it is 

not necessary to try to force the two into the same box, nor is it a healthy practice. The emotional 

drama that accompanies that ideology creates harm and havoc without true cause.

     

     Sex does often induce feelings and emotions, even to the point of creating bonds. However, is 

it love or simply a tentative connection or intoxication produced by the sensations of the 

moment? More often, it is the result of a sexual high; a euphoria that is more powerful than the 

most potent of drugs. However, just as the effects of a drug will wear off, in its time, so too will 

the effects of our sexually induced euphoric state. Love is not a left over side effect of euphoria 

or a permanent result of having sex. Love is a separate entity.

 

     The ecstasy created by our sexual experiences can become overwhelming and addicting.



Sexual energies, after all, are extremely powerful. They can present a need and cravings, which 

we assume are for the one who created them. Love then is naturally presumed the result of 

sharing ourselves intimately and is related to our current partner. What we actually crave from 

our experiences, are the feelings and sensations of bliss, which were merely reciprocal feelings 

and actions by our partner, and can mirror love. The letdown, which comes with the realization 

that we have been duped by transient passion, can be quite painful, and a huge blow to the ego 

for many. Accepting that the bliss is real and a normal response is imperative to avoid having it 

become a negative experience. There is no cause for feelings of shame or damage to the ego. Our 

body, mind, spirit and soul did exactly what they were programmed to do. It felt good and we 

enjoyed it, without the need for any regret or self-bashing.

 

     Separating love from sexual enchantment is not always an easy task. For some, the traditions 

of the ages make it impossible and create emotional trauma if the two aren’t connected. It’s the 

only way they can rationalize having sex at all. We must first realize and accept the truths of 

human nature. Sex is a major part of our essence and our needs are normal, with or without love 

attached. Being married or in love does not create good sex. ‘Good sex’ comes when we openly 

and freely share it without the burdens of emotional drama or expectations for the future to 

hinder the experience. It is a normal human response and without guilt to guide us, the task of 

separating love and sex becomes easier and less devastating to the psyche.

 

    



     We must step away from our psychological obsession for the dream we create, and assess the 

conditions and circumstances from a realistic vantage point. How real are the feelings of love if 

sex is the guiding force in a relationship? Since sex and love are separate entities, we must verify 

that all of the necessary components are present and warrant a long-term commitment.

Any relationship or marriage based in sex will have a very short life span. We need to question 

the offerings past the fabulous sex. What does this person ultimately have to offer and what 

could I offer him/her beyond the grand sexual experiences? Is that all there is and is it 

enough?  Is it based in love or a euphoric induced facsimile?

     In our quest to find love and the ideal life partner, we must remain aware of life’s realities. 

One of those realities is that love is love and sex is sex. There is no magical formula or potion, 

which will automatically unite them. Sometimes a sexual connection is all there is. Compatibility 

stops there. Wishing and guilt will not change the facts and there is no reason we can’t enjoy the 

experiences for what they are. Take from sex what it offers. Forgo the shame and guilt if the 

perfect mix does not come with the first attempts. Learn to find the positives in the encounters 

and tryouts. It is to our advantage to keep love and sex as separate entities until we are certain a 

union is warranted.

     The negatives associated with loveless sex can only exist if we allow them to. Sex is a gift, 

designed as a grand celebration, a union with the Universe.



Two powerful energies connect and the dance is begun. Accept it in that light and revel in its 

offerings. Perhaps if the negatives associated with our sexuality and the love requirements were 

removed, each experience would be the joyous occasion it was meant to be, without us having to 

work so hard to achieve greatness. We alone own the power to present our sex as good or evil. 

Let it be fabulous!



Chapter Four

Discovering Your Sexual Personality

     What is your sexual personality? Are you passive, assertive or do you find yourself switching 

roles, depending upon your needs and mood of the day?  Do you play a role based on what you 

think is expected of you or to impress and fit a stereotype? Are the sexual fantasies of your role 

in a different place from your realities? Do you choose partners based on their preferred sexual 

roles? Do the intense forces of the Universe spiritually draw you to a sacred sexual dance?  If 

any one of those questions provokes thought or creates doubt, it is time to assess your needs and 

discover your true sexual persona.

     Most of us are pre-disposed to live as one personality or another, with little room for 

negotiation.  It is who we are. If we choose not to accept that role, we will breed inner struggles 

and cultivate lifelong discontent. Our true sexual persona will then find its place within our 

fantasies and become secret cravings, which ultimately affect our everyday lives. The voids we 

create will cause a sadness we cannot explain and never ending cravings that unconsciously drive 

us. Where our fantasies take us, will often closely mirror where we fit best and where our true 

needs and desires lie. Just as we pay attention to our dreams and heed their messages, it is 

prudent to keep track of the thoughts and feelings of our sexuality while in fantasy.  

     Our sexual roles can often present differently from the public life persona we must live.



We may have a secret identity that only comes to light in our personal relationships and sexual 

experiences. Some discover they want and need the opposite of what they feel they must live, 

and crave the therapeutic comfort and release offered in another role. Most men take a dominant 

position because it is what they have been programmed to do; it is expected and is their manly 

place. That does not mean they feel comfortable there, they simply accept it as a matter of 

course.  Women are expected to assume a submissive role, but often discover they are more 

comfortable and have more to offer as the dominant partner. Again, programming dictates their 

behavior and sexual roles.

     Regardless of preconceptions and the will of outside influences, we can all be who we need to 

be, without fear of repercussions. Our choices require no explanations or permissions. It is okay 

for two submissive or two dominant personalities to co-exist in a relationship. For some, it works 

quite well.  It is okay to mix, match, and choose a partner who will best meet your needs. 

Settling for any reason is not an acceptable solution. Be who you were born to be.  The inner 

peace and confidence gained from making the right choice will enhance your relationships and 

allow you to offer more as a partner. Both partners benefit. Test, experiment and explore your 

options. You might find ecstasy exists in the unknown and in those forbidden places.

     Sex influences our self-image and ego, how we view the world and interact with those around 

us.



How we perceive our sexuality can determine many of the choices we make in life and affect our 

level of success. How we feel about sex can have an impact on our performance and our 

partner’s fulfillment. To fully experience our sexuality, we must find the most suitable place for 

our inner sensual self to flourish. We hold the right answers and solutions, and with that comes 

the power to get what we want. A night in sexual bliss with your favorite dominatrix can leave 

the body, spirit, mind and soul rejuvenated and you confident in your daily tasks. Yes, it really 

does work that way. Try it.

     In order to determine our needs and desires we must take a journey into our hidden garden of 

sexual desire; that dark part of us we like to deny exists. No one can do that for us or tell us how 

it should be done. If we truly want to be content and complete, we have to make the trip inside to 

become awakened, aware and in tune to our true needs and our role as a partner. Ignoring the 

need to live our true sexual persona will bring consequences, a lack of fulfillment and create 

voids.  We will feel empty and dissatisfied with each encounter and find ourselves always 

searching for more. Those results most often lead to cheating.

     The journey into self and the ensuing exploration and experimentation will assist in the 

discovery and development of your true reflection. Through those travels you will learn what you 

need from your partner, as well as what you have to offer.  You will gain the freedom to express 

your sexual self without hesitation or reservation.



 Getting in touch with your true personality can open doors you never dreamed existed. You will 

experience sex you thought only lived in fantasy.  

     Once you have unearthed your hidden truths, you are in balance and in harmony with your 

inner being. Your sexual pleasures will increase and intensify, and you can open yourself to more 

rewarding experiences. Exploring, experimenting and trying on new hats is always fun and if the 

new hats fit, it is even better. This venture could easily become a fabulous date night experience 

or an awakening in self-love. Find your inner spark; let your spirit travel into the world of the 

unknown. Fantasies are healthy and add to our mental powers. Dare to dance to a different tune 

and see what the resulting magic might bring.

     The discovery of self will not determine if you are a good or bad lover. However, it will 

enhance your skills when you reach your place. What you will find in the end is your reality, 

peace and sexual bliss. There is no right or wrong, nothing that relates to shame or guilt, and 

certainly nothing to fear. We are all wired differently and our needs should be satisfied according 

to who we are rather than what we think we should be.  If there are any negatives, they will come 

with the suppression of needs and from not living our most basic truths and realities. If we 

submit ourselves, without question, to the dictates of our misplaced duties or to the expectations 

of others, we are left unfulfilled and inhibited in our quest for inner peace and successful 

relationship ventures.



     Our human realities are what they are, and our sexual roles need to be adjusted to suit our 

individual design. Society, for too long, has dictated our sexuality, muddled our minds with 

mixed messages and untruths, while placing sex at the center of relationship failure and cheating. 

It is time we break the cycle, the centuries old chains we carry and do it our way. Finding our 

place is imperative to balance and harmony and creates an environment for success. We owe it to 

ourselves and our partners to discover our true personality. Switch roles with your partner, try on 

new hats, and let the journey lead you where it may.  If it feels good…Do it! It is where you 

belong.

                                                                          



                                            

Chapter Five

Myths & Misconceptions of Orgasm

     Throughout the ages, we have proposed many different theories and practices regarding sex 

and orgasm. Some have been laid as a foundation of truth and were approved in generality by the 

majority. Others were passed over for lack of conformity and agreement. The dictates of society 

have left a mark on our sexual condition, holding intact, the many myths and misconceptions in a 

one-dimensional frame. Those fallacies have now become the center of an increasing number of 

failed relationships and unfulfilling sexual experiences.

 

     We have been lead to trust that orgasm comes as a direct response or reaction to the physical 

stimulation our partner provides, the result of his/her powerful magic. If our partner cannot 

provide just the right touch in all the right places, he/she is considered inept. Our misguided 

authority has further taught us that our partner holds the duty and responsibility for our orgasm. 

It is a gift we feel is owed to us as part of our agreement to share ourselves intimately. Orgasm is 

our reward for participation and a job well done. We hold our partner liable if our sexual 

encounter fails to produce that magical moment in orgasmic bliss.

     As we struggle to manifest the proper standards and manipulate the misguided truths, our 

focus is concentrated on the end result rather than enjoying the moment. The journey becomes a 

task and hinders our reaching the desired destination.



We spend our intimate time trying to find just the right spark to provoke the grandiose finale. If 

we fail in our quest, we pass the blame for our inadequacies to a stressful life event or hormonal 

mishap, which surely must have contributed to any failed attempts. We carry guilt if we are 

unable to offer a climactic happening for our partner and are frustrated if we fail to experience it 

ourselves. All that work and no grandiose finale. That presents sex as a negative and not 

conducive to want of a repeat performance.

 

     Far and away from the myths and misconceptions are the realities. In truth, the responsibility 

for our orgasm belongs to us.  As we are each responsible for our own life experiences and the 

paths we choose, so too are we each accountable for our own sexual ventures and orgasms. 

Sharing our sex does not automatically transfer those obligations to our partner, nor does it offer 

him/her up as a sacrifice or scapegoat if orgasm is not achieved. This places a lot of stress and 

anxiety on our partner that is unwarranted and unfair. We hold the power of our own fulfillment.

 

     Sex and orgasm are born of the mind and live there. A touch can spark interest, but it is the 

power of the mind, which translates and transforms those sensations into the body experience 

and provokes orgasm. Sex and its rewards are created in the mind and it is the mind, which 

produces the cravings and needs satisfaction. That too is when the spirit takes flight and the 

passage into bliss unfolds. The body simply reacts to the mental stimulation and affects. 

Therefore, it is there our journey must begin and through the power and brilliance of the mind, 

we experience the ultimate end.



 

     The quest to reach climax must find us open and receptive, while allowing the mind to take us 

on that sweet journey into bliss. If the focus is on finding spots, creating sparks or dealing with 

the anxieties associated with possible failure, our mind cannot simultaneously lead an expedition 

into ecstasy. The benefits and rewards we seek from of our sexual encounters cannot be expected 

to magically materialize from physical enticements alone or otherwise be produced, if our 

thoughts have not accompanied us into the moment.

 

     Most men fall prey to the fallacies created regarding the involvement of touch in orgasm. 

They assume that touching a woman’s body or allowing her to show attention to theirs, will offer 

up their just rewards. Great sexual experiences require more than that. Even quickies require 

more attention. The more you invest, the greater the rewards. Touching the mind is a much more 

powerful solution. Mental foreplay and intellectual stimulation will spark more intense interest 

and will more efficiently and effectively motivate and inspire the desired effect. Touch can only 

achieve the ultimate response if the mind is at the helm. Proof lies with those who have enhanced 

their capabilities and are able to lead their partners into orgasm without the benefit of touch or 

any sexual act.

                                                                                                                     

      Women hold the power of sex. They carry it in their belly and most are unaware of the 

influence and capabilities they possess. Unfortunately, for their partner, women do not fully 

understand this power or know how to use it. Too many women tend to misuse their powers.



Even when faced with their own sexual needs women do not know they have the ability to create 

their own orgasm, with or without a partner and with or without the aid of sexual ‘enhancers’. 

They believe a partner is needed to provide the stimulation and affects for complete sexual 

satisfaction. They depend on that alleged magical touch to provoke orgasm. Where the mind 

could take them, if they are open to the possibilities, is limitless. However, for thousands of 

women, orgasm remains an elusive dream. It lives only in fantasy; even with the assistance of a 

partner. They are unaware of their great power and its capabilities.

     Women are left behind, living in the myths and misconceptions while searching for the right 

partner with the magical touch and lose interest quickly if he/she does not possess the 

appropriate skills. They remain blind to the power they are and the power they own to take 

themselves on that fabulous journey. They may have passed over the right partner due to their 

lack of knowledge and willingness to fully participate in their own sexual experiences. Ladies, 

experiment, explore and discover the wonder that you are. There are a host of writings that 

explain in detail how to find and utilize that power. Try your own methods. It is OK to 

experiment in self pleasure and find your own sparks.

 

      Self-pleasuring holds the greatest advantage of all. While it is considered taboo in certain 

circles or pathetic in others, it is an act of self-love, which allows for positive and powerful 

sexual experiences. It also allows a powerful spiritual connection and gives attention to sexual 

energy. Most hide their self-indulging adventures for fear of reprisals and judgements.



However, in that space we are free to explore, experiment and travel to the far reaches of fantasy, 

uninhibited, as the mind leads us to orgasm. If we limit our experiences solely to the physical 

aspects without the benefit of fantasy or spirit travel, we are left with superficial results at best.

Those events leave us with little reward past the fleeting moment of self-gratification. Without 

the power of the mind to spark want and cravings, there is little chance we can touch and connect 

to the ultimate offerings that exist. We are left with an empty act of masturbation. You must 

reach deep inside to your dark garden and play in the blossoms to find your true power.

     It is through the power of the mind that we can experience the grandness of the universe. The 

mind will reveal that place of healing, calm and rejuvenation our sex and orgasms provoke. Our 

partner can guide us, but cannot take us to the inner depths without the understanding and 

willingness to enter and explore the endless possibilities. Although the myths and 

misconceptions have inhibited the past, we have the power to shadow them with the truth of the 

future. The decision and outcome belong to us, as do the adventures and the journey’s ultimate 

end. Our ability to experience orgasm lives within us. We own the power to make it happen and 

make it count.

                                                                                                            



Chapter Six

Does Size Really Matter?

     Yes, the question is still being asked and yes, it is past time we laid it to rest. For eons men 

and women have talked about it, had disagreements over it and the question never seems to go 

away. No one is ever truly satisfied with the answers and consolations given when the subject of 

penis size is broached. We continue to pass on the same silly wisdoms, which are designed to 

steer our attention away from size and direct our focus to the owner’s capability to use it; given 

what he has to work with. Jokes that reference size and humorous lists of things you should 

never say to a naked man continue to provide great fun and entertainment for all. Yes, the penis 

remains very much the center of attention.

 

     Our society has developed a bigger is better concept and continues to profess that more 

equates to greater satisfaction. Penis size and ego are sadly relative to one another as men use 

pumps and take pills to increase the size of their penis as well as their ego. Ladies still hold the 

size of a man’s feet, nose and hands as indicators of the size of his penis and use their findings to 

determine if saying yes will be a worthwhile venture. The long and short of it is that a penis is 

not necessary for fabulous sex or sexual satisfaction. Great sexual happenings are actually 

holistic, well balanced and include the body, spirit and mind as a whole. Penis not included.

 

     Penis envy is no longer relevant as the penis finds its place in the grand scheme of things.



Depending upon the level of talent and the nature of the beast that lives within, it would not be 

needed at all. The grandest of sexual happenings and full body orgasms are experienced without 

the benefit of any sex act or penetration. A penis simply isn’t needed for fabulous sex and 

satisfaction. Men who have lost their penis due to war injuries and surgical mishaps have found 

creative and exciting ways to please and prove beyond a doubt that size does not matter

     Although in fairness to women, we would have to consider the old adage about breasts and 

those bigger than a mouthful being a waste and give that same consideration to the penis in 

relationship to oral and anal sex. Oral sex is much more pleasant without inciting the gag 

reflexes, proving that bigger is not always better. Those full body anal orgasms cannot always 

happen if it is too big to feel good. In both these instances big would offer little advantage and 

therefore size can make a difference. Smaller equates to more satisfying.

 

     Our curiosities and questions should ideally be focused on other functions and talents, as well. 

The tongue creates erotic sensations and the light touch of fingertips can send the spirit soaring. 

The tongue is the most sensual part of the human body. If a man has no penis but has a talented 

tongue, there is no loss of sensuality or sexual satisfaction. The tongue is actually our greatest 

sexual asset, with or without the penis. Hands that provide a soft, sensual touch and which are 

instinctively drawn to all the right places hold a great advantage. Those two body parts can incite 

the senses and lead to fabulous orgasms without the benefit of any other physical stimulation.



Creativity and intuition hold more value than any obsession or focus on the male penis. Men 

have the power to create ecstasy through the use of mental strategies. Mind power is the key to 

life altering sexual happenings.

 

     Creativity is as good as big, or better. For those with creative talents, size is never an issue. 

They find unique and erotic avenues to explore, which more than compensate for any limitations 

and create multiple orgasms without the aid of a penis. The use of toys and accessories are 

always a spicy addition and do well for both sexes. The creative and alternative avenues for 

sexual pleasure are endless. One is limited only by his/her own imagination and creative ideas. 

The penis is optional. As always, it is a plus to know your partner’s hot spots as well as those 

things, which turn him/her on and involve the mind. Intuition too, will always hold more power 

than penis size. Taking time to know what makes men and women tick and tingle, in general 

terms, is an asset and promotes bedroom heroes and heroines. Knowledge is power. 

      Many thousands of men and women have discovered the benefits of the intellectual and 

spiritual components of their sexuality. Spiritual influences provide a more richly rewarding 

experience.  We can travel farther and deeper into that place where endless possibilities exist. It 

is there we are able to meld with the universe. Becoming deeply entranced as the spirit travels is 

a phenomenal experience provoking an incredible spiritual happening.  The possibility does exist 

to touch the hand of an angel or commune with the Divine through our sex. Ordinary body 

experiences wane in comparison.



     Positioning and the bonding process can enhance your experiences, adding intensity and 

depth. Tantric positioning can promote bonding and increase arousal. You are able to reach a 

blissful state of euphoria without the involvement of a penis. The penis becomes a delightful 

accessory rather than a necessary catalyst.

     While entranced, rapt in euphoria, anyone is capable of being talked into orgasm, without the 

benefit of human touch. That may sound a bit extraordinary, but is a reality. A soft voice 

speaking erotically is a catapult for grand adventures. The mind sets the stage allowing the spirit 

to soar and there are no limits. Incredible happenings are a reality for those who are aware and 

utilize the power of the mind. The mind and spirit alone in combination provoke experiences 

beyond the imagination. The attempt to achieve the unimaginable is well worth the effort.

      If you are going to put forth the effort, make it count. Take in all that is available to you. 

Explore the many options that exist. Sex is not about quickies and self-gratification and sexual 

satisfaction is not about a big penis. Great sex and sexual experiences are all-inclusive and all 

encompassing. It is the mind and body, spirit and soul coming together as clouds to thunder to 

create a grandiose display of fireworks. A penis is optional! It is spiritual and holistic in nature 

and merits our uninhibited, unrestricted attention.

     These marvelous adventures are not limited to those shared with a partner. It is possible to 

achieve the same end in our solo or self-pleasuring experiences.



Allowing our mind and spirit to lead us into that level of bliss is also a reality for singles. You 

don’t need a partner to have the glorious results. No sexual experience has to be ‘just sex.’ Make 

each experience an awakening. Pamper yourself. Love yourself and let go of your inhibitions and 

fears.

      Experiment and explore the many options that are available. Don’t be afraid to consider the 

odd and unimaginable. Look to those sources for fabulous insights. Alternative lifestyles, BDSM, 

Tantra, Taoist sexuality, all provide different offerings, which, if you are open to the suggestions, 

can bring exciting options that might answer the call. Let fear and the hindrances of society go 

and try some new avenues. You have nothing to lose and grandness to gain.

     All things in moderation keep our sexual experiences in the positive. Sex should always 

remain safe, sane and consensual.



                                                                                                                             

Part Two

 Making the Most of Your Sexual Experiences

     If you’re going to do a thing, do it well or don’t bother! Make the most of your efforts and 

options. That attitude is vital to fantastic sexual happenings. You will get back what you are 

willing to invest. Study, research and learn all you can on the subject of sex and your partner. Do 

not be afraid to try new things. Even if they do not sound appealing, they might just create the 

greatest feelings, sensations and orgasms you have ever experienced. Do not let programming or 

apprehensions get in your way.

    We are not limited to typical sexual experiences to enjoy fabulous sex. Self-pleasuring 

included. Outdated concepts can stifle your pleasure and your chance to experience life-altering 

sex. Involve the mind, body, spirit and soul. Do away with stereotypes and go wherever your 

fantasies take you. Atypical most often equates to grandiose. Let go and let it happen.

     Kinky translates to thrilling, and sex for singles, by today’s standards, holds new meaning. 

And grand sex is possible without orgasm. Yes, I am aware that sounds crazy and every reader 

will be incensed, but truth be known, it really can be an incredible experience. Denying yourself 

orgasm on purpose can actually be quite satisfying. Turning your nose up at the odd, unusual and 

unlikely could mean turning down the phenomenal.



     If you are single, follow the designs of incorporating the mind and spirit in your self-

pleasuring experiences. Fantasize, create an erotic atmosphere and make it beautiful. A candle lit 

room, your favorite romantic music playing, your greatest desire as a design and the scene is set 

for a night of untold pleasure. Not being in a relationship doesn’t give cause to be without 

fantastic sexual ventures.. Find a friend with benefits who shares your desire to experience all 

that is available. No matter the partner or the style and type of sex you enjoy, the goals should be 

the same.  The ultimate is what we strive to achieve. Any issues and concerns all come with 

alternative options and solutions. Everything can be modified to achieve the same ultimate 

reality.

     The point is to try all the options and get from your sexual experiences everything you can. 

Make each experience a memorable one. ‘Just sex’ in any context is hardly worth the time and 

effort. However, quickies do hold a positive in the grand scheme of things. Anything is possible 

and spectacular experiences await. Dare to live it all.

  



 

Chapter Seven

More Please?

     Many thousands of men and women want and need more from their sexual experiences, but 

are afraid to ask for it. No one wants to bruise an ego or appear the nymph for wanting more, and 

most have no desire to create drama and have to declare that sex is an ‘issue’. So, how do you 

tell your partner the intimacy you share isn’t enough or is not meeting your needs? What could 

you say to let them know you need more, or that sex is mundane, boring or feels dutiful? Do you 

let it go and hope it gets better? You know it has to be done, hurt feelings and anger aside. 

Unfulfilling sex most always leads to cheating or failed relationships and needs to be addressed 

promptly.  

     For years, more than half of my students and clients needed help with sexual issues. Seventy 

percent of them were men whose partners/wives were not meeting their needs. The thirty percent 

of women felt neglected, bored with sex or felt sex was a dutiful event that was void of any 

feeling or passion. A few claimed they had tried to discuss the ‘issue’; however, their efforts 

produced no resolve. The majority agreed, there is no ‘nice’ way to tell your partner/mate that 

their sex is a turn off and the mere thought, a dreaded venture.

      Discontentment is not a new problem for couples. It has been the cause of relationship and 

marriage failures for ages.



We are simply expressing our intolerance of the experience more openly. Relationship failures 

and divorce are closer than ever to reaching 100%. Financial issues, sexual incompatibility and 

the lack of attention to details are the main causes. We aren’t taking the time to consider all of the 

aspects of our relationships before making a commitment. Needs are not met, difficult situations 

arise and it is easier to call it quits than fix it. We have become a society of disposables. Anything 

that’s broken or outdated is tossed out rather than making repairs. Relationships have become a 

part of that trend. If the relationship is disposable it means there wasn’t much holding it together 

in the first place. Unfortunately, we tend to realize the issues after children are born, homes are 

purchased and we have invested ourselves to an extreme. We part with resentments, in anger and 

too often leaving at least one partner in financial ruin.

     There are several ways to avoid this scenario. The most appropriate method involves 

preplanning and verifying the facts before committing. When we have missed that step, there are 

other ways to confront the issue to the benefit of both partners. No, avoiding shock, hurt feelings 

or drama isn’t likely at this stage, but resolve is possible. Obviously, an open, direct approach 

would be ideal.  Telling Mary openly and directly that your sexual needs include giving and 

receiving oral sex is the best tack. Explaining to Bob that you need more than missionary style 

sex and a kiss goodnight would clearly state your discontent.     

     Few couples see a dose of stark reality an option. That judgment, however, makes a 

significant statement regarding their relationship or marriage.



It is difficult to fathom a relationship being successful if feelings, needs and desires cannot be 

openly expressed without fear of repercussions. Communication is an essential part of success. 

You have to say it. Your partner cannot be expected to fix what he/she doesn’t know is broken. 

Fear not. Subtle works, and there is always counseling. An offering to try new things can create 

excitement and is a subtle hint that you need more.

     Timing is an important factor and it is never what you say rather how you say it that makes 

the difference. You know your partner better than anyone and will know the appropriate time to 

discuss these sensitive issues. Suggestions and requests will offer a more positive tone. Demands 

will begin your venture in the negative. Presenting your partner as the evil that stands between 

you and sexual satisfaction will not offer up a night of bliss. Sex was not intended to be an evil. 

Keeping it in the positive, creating desire and cravings is the goal. Enticing your partner to want 

more and offer you more require inspiration, motivation. They need a viable reason.

     Your partner may need your help with seeing the possibilities. They might need your guidance 

in finding ways to cope with change,  discovering an effective means of getting more free time 

so they feel up for more and fabulous sex. A partner who has had a rough day at work may need 

a little incentive. A parent who has spent the day teaching, coaching and being soccer parent may 

not see the possibility of any sexual bliss. They may need your fantasy and visions to help them 

get there.



There is much more involved in offering incentive and inspiration than just stating the need to 

have lots of sex in a different position. If you want more, sometimes you have to give a little 

more.

     Ideas that might work in your favor can be found in all of the chapters of this book. Chapter 

nine offers several ideas designed to provoke sexual interest, cravings and fulfillment. 

Suggesting, just for the fun of it, that you and your partner fill out a sex interest checklist and 

share the results would provoke conversation, peak desire and arousal and may offer a pleasant 

solution.  A sample checklist can be found at the end of Chapter 9. It is best to make your own or 

add your own fantasies and desires to the list provided here.

     Looking at pictures and watching videos, requesting a trial, is another way to say what needs 

to be said through implication and hints. Planting seeds is a marvelous method for promoting 

curiosity and desire. Paint an enticing picture of your desires and needs. Let your partner think 

about it. Their desire to please you may prompt positive results. Dressing in inspirational 

fashion, providing an atmosphere conducive to a sensual mood or drinks and dinner may offer up 

the right environment for trying on new hats and getting more.

     There are many forms and formats for creating desire, to get the more you want and need, 

without having to use the direct approach.



Those recommended in this chapter merely scratch the surface. Sometimes, however there is no 

alternative but to be blunt. You simply have to ask for it. If you don’t get an answer you can live 

with, at least you will be able to make well informed decisions regarding the viability of your 

relationship or marriage. Mediation through counseling may be needed to provide a solution. 

Maybe the solution lies with a different partner. Continuing to live in a state of discontent is not a 

good solution for anyone.

 

     Wanting and needing more is absolutely acceptable and ‘normal’. There should be no 

apprehension involved in asking for more, different or better than what you have. Timing and 

presentation will always be a determining factor and will be the difference between success and 

failure. Yes, it is possible to state your needs in ways that will inspire your partner. No, you 

might not be able to discuss the issue without creating emotion or drama, but it can and should 

be done. Think in the positive. This could be the aphrodisiac that will take you into bliss, for 

many years to come.



Chapter Eight

Sensual Pleasures of the Mind

     If the mind could speak independently, without our censorship, it would have some pretty 

saucy tales to tell. If allowed to create our sexual adventures on its own, we would live those 

spicy events on a regular basis. Yes, it is the mind, not the body, which allows us to fully 

experience our deepest, most complete sexual experiences. However, when we think of sex most 

of us focus on the body. Our thoughts are taken immediately to specific parts of the body or are 

drawn to the physical sensations created in the ‘heat of the moment’, without regard to their 

original design and port of entry.

     Without the mind at the helm, our sexual journey would be void of depth, feeling and the 

WOW factor wouldn’t exist. There would be little past a fleeting moment of empty pleasure. We 

would miss the journey into ecstasy and be left craving more. Some, on the other hand, would 

argue that it is the heart and emotions, which offer up our incredible sexual happenings and there 

can be no fabulous sexual experiences without ‘love’ as the catalyst. Contrary to those beliefs, 

love and sex are separate entities. One can be experienced and enjoyed without the other.

     The mind and body in sync create temporary emotions, intoxication and offer an array of 

fabulous physical sensations.



Those short-lived affects are very real, but are not necessarily representative of love. Most often, 

it is simply lust, temporary infatuation brought on by the hypnotic effects of sex. Yes, we are 

fooled by fleeting moments of extreme pleasure and made to feel a bliss which most misinterpret 

as love. Those incredible feelings can and should be enjoyed without any conditions or 

expectations of love.

     Lust has the power to mimic love and create great desire. Unfortunately, lust is simply one 

being duped by the mind. Lust brings the hormonal and chemical reactions needed to create the 

desire to show our feelings in an intimate fashion. It offers all that is needed to sustain a 

grandiose sexual affair. However, it is not love. It is a transient imitation of love. The ability of 

the mind to produce these beguiling affects has no limits and comes with great power to affect 

our sexuality. It provides what we need to make sex in any form or format work for us.  The 

mind creates the need for sex and it is the mind, which is sated during those experiences. The 

body follows and the two in combination produce the extraordinary fireworks.

     Sex and sensuality, in today’s world, are more complex and adventurous than the simplistic 

regimes of the past.  There are endless creative ways to provoke and capture sensual feelings. A 

host of presentations exists, which are seemingly limitless in intensity and pleasure. Knowledge, 

intuition and creativity are the tools necessary to discover our sexual potential.



Those tools help us determine where it lives, how to access and awaken it, what it takes to 

stimulate it and how to nurture it so it will grow.  A conscientious partner will know how to use 

those tools and can create need and cravings simply by igniting the proper thought processes. 

This gives new meaning to the old adage about the mind being a terrible thing to waste.

     Stimulating both mind and body offers a more holistic approach, which allows for heightened 

awareness and deeper levels of pleasure. Without depth, intensity and connection, ‘it’s just sex’. 

As we seek more satisfying sexual experiences, we are discovering that the offerings must 

include intellectual, as well as, physical stimulation. The inclusion of mind, body, spirit and soul 

is a basic essential. Because sex is a product of the mind, touching the psyche before attempting 

to touch the body, offers the greater advantage.

      We all have hot spots in the psyche that can be triggered through the powers of suggestion, 

imagination and connection. (Emotional buttons)  Pushing those buttons engenders sensory and 

sexual sensations, which creates arousal and stimulation. The mind replays old tapes of feel good 

feelings to spark new memories. We do this by channeling emotional reactions into sensuality; 

using one form of energy to spark another. Mind power and sexual energies create sexual 

pleasure. Where the adventure leads is limited only by the efforts and imaginative designs of the 

individuals. Nothing is written in stone and there is no regimented format.  It is freelance flight.  

    



      A verbal exchange or a mere mental/emotional connection holds great power and can create 

an ‘altered mental state’, a place of intense arousal and euphoria. This level of sexual stimulation 

is achieved and sustained through mind play and manipulation. Sensual, erotic tasks are 

marvelous tools for maintaining altered states. Rituals and sensual play while away from your 

partner can help keep the emotional buttons pushed, the bond strong, the connection flowing and 

provide sexual stimulation on an ongoing basis.

     Desires and cravings don’t magically appear. They are created through mind power. The 

remembrance of previous sexual bliss with a partner, is stored in the mind and can be activated at 

will. The ability to harness the power of the mind and use it to your advantage can give a great 

boost to the ego. A creative imagination aids in that process. Imagination and creativity can incite 

and inspire magic. It is a limitless venture resulting in intense pleasure.

     Adding spice to your already enhanced adventures is the difference between sex and a sexual 

happening. The addition of a simple $2.00 blindfold and the sparks induced by a vibrator can 

give the wow effect. The restriction of the senses increases the power the mind has over the 

experience. The stimulation of a vibrator will further enhance the feelings of vulnerability and 

anticipation the mind has provoked through sensory deprivation. Using mind power and pushing 

limits not only provokes sexual desire and cravings, but also enables growth. It is a process 

where everyone wins.



     Avoiding boredom should be a primary goal in all of your sexual encounters. Enabling 

cravings, which will provoke the desire for more, is great strategy.  If sex isn’t good the first 

time, why would anyone want to repeat it?  If desire is not awakened, the sex is not likely to 

warrant the exchange of positive energies. If the mind is not enticed, the body will not respond in 

kind. Taking your partner to a place where he/she has never been before and creating memories 

is the stuff sexual awakenings are made of. Create spark, light fires, motivate and inspire. Your 

actions will spark reactions so make them count. The mind is the playground, the body the 

bonus. Take the mind, the rest will follow. It is that simple.



Chapter Nine

Knowledge* Power & Bliss

     It is true; knowledge is power. Being a know-it-all in any situation holds great advantages, 

providing your ego is in check. In our sexual experiences, it is the difference between mundane 

sex and a mind blowing sexual happening. The more you know, the greater your power to satisfy. 

If you know your partner, and are aware of the endless possibilities that exist through sex, you 

become more spiritually, emotionally and mentally engaged.  It will deepen the experience for 

both partners. That knowledge and understanding is the precursor to bliss. It is the propeller, 

which allows you to fly in spirit and experience the universe.  

     The information we gain through personal exploration and experimentation increases the 

opportunity to experience a more pure sensuality and heightens the level of eroticism. What we 

learn about ourselves can be shared with our partner to better insure satisfying experiences. The 

time spent gathering information about your partner enables you to offer them a more complete 

and rewarding experience. This knowledge affords you the opportunity to maintain a positive 

flow of sexual energies. Since both negative and positive sexual energies are transferred to our 

subsequent experiences, it becomes vital to do all we can to keep the positive energies flowing.

     Yes, great sex takes effort to achieve. However, it isn’t hard ‘work’.



The information gathering process isn’t a task, but can be a marvelous addition to an already 

wondrous experience, making it a grandiose one. Finding hot spots can become a pleasant 

extension of foreplay, while offering valuable knowledge. The effort you have expended has now 

transformed your status to that of hero or heroine and has created a desire for more.  Our sexual 

encounters are the result of what we create and become what we allow them to be.

     Caution should be taken when trying new adventures and pushing limits. It is wise to talk 

about your intentions before springing it on an unsuspecting partner. Surprises are grand, but can 

turn an otherwise spectacular night into a nightmare. New is fresh and exciting if it is not too far 

away from your partner’s limits and boundaries. Know your partner. Keep your sexual 

experiences in the positive. Know how far you can go before you begin the journey.

     Below are a few hints and tips that will help you gain the knowledge needed to inspire the 

incredible happenings and offer ways to enhance your sexual experiences. They can become 

invaluable tools for creating cravings, strengthening bonds and maintaining sexual desires. There 

are, of course, many more than what are offered here. You are limited only by your own 

imagination and creativity.

1-Create a Checklist–Share and Compare

     Create a sexual interests checklist. The list should be designed to address requirements, needs, 

wants, goals, and fantasies.



It should include anything and everything that is important to you as part of your total sexual 

package. Remember to include your fantasies, as they are important to complete your sexuality. 

Your partner should do the same or you both can use one all-inclusive list.  Use them to help set 

limits and boundaries and discuss fantasies and pushing limits. Sharing an erotic list can promote 

some rather exciting adventures. It will also help avoid misunderstandings and prevent negative 

experiences.

     After you (and your partner) have completed the lists, share them, discuss and negotiate areas 

of disagreement or incompatibility. Never close the door to compromise or to experiencing all 

there is. Modification is also a viable option. Some things that might sound weird or are on the 

taboo list, might actually feel good. The body tells all. It betrays the minds inhibitions and 

reservations by displaying its approval without permission from the mind.

     While pushing limits is a positive, it is wise to be certain you and your partner are prepared 

for the experience. Discuss pushing any major limits in advance. Surprise attacks, which may be 

stark, often provoke negative experiences. Presentation becomes the focus and can push the 

result to either edge. It is wise strategy to plant a seed and give it some time to blossom before 

trying anything, which might possibly take the fun out of sex. You might be pleasantly surprised 

with how a well-planned strategy works. Any sexual act can be modified to suit individual needs.



Throwing it out altogether might be a mistake, without first giving it new life in a different form 

or format.

     A sample checklist is located at the end of this chapter. I strongly recommend you adjust that 

list to suit your needs or make your own. Personalizing is always a good idea. Honesty is a 

prerequisite in giving your answers.

2- The Body Divine Experience

     Exploration, experimentation and the ensuing discoveries incite masterful happenings. This 

exercise is designed to provide knowledge, as well as potentially offer a brilliant sexual 

experience. You can perform this exercise with your partner or alone. As a shared venture, it can 

tender an erotic sexual affair. As a solo activity, it will offer valuable information about your 

sexuality, which you can then share with your partner. That knowledge will allow him/her to 

provide you with more fulfilling adventures.

.

     This experience is not meant to be about orgasm. If it results in orgasm, it is a bonus rather 

than the intent. It is to be free of pressures and stresses, with no expectations. The atmosphere 

will dictate the results and therefore should be comfortable, quiet, calm and soothing. The effort 

put into preparation is as important as the application itself.



 A candle lit bath or hot tub would do nicely as well. The phone should be turned off and other 

external influences eliminated. Allow for hours of pleasure. Sexual experiences should never be 

hurried, even when self-pleasuring. Sex is not meant to be an event, rather a grand occasion. 

Creating lasting memories takes time.

     After you have prepared your partner/yourself and the environment, both mind and body 

should be in a relaxed, focused and receptive mode. The power of the human touch will show its 

brilliance with this experiment and requires concentration and focus on the sensations and 

feelings provoked. You will want to remember where and how you were affected and make note 

of the WOW effect in new and surprising reactions.

     You or your partner will need to lie down facing upward, with eyes closed. Take in a few deep 

breaths from the stomach, allowing the body to relax. Using the different parts of your hands 

(fingertips, fingernails, palms etc.) begin at the top of the head, touching and rubbing over the 

head and through the hair slowly, with deliberate movement. Continue around the ears, the face 

and neck; working your way down the body. Pay close attention to the sensations and 

involuntary physical responses of the body. Listen for sounds and breathing changes, which 

might indicate you have touched a hot spot. Watch the body’s movement, muscle flexing & 

relaxation, and for definitive signs of arousal.



 

    Continue this downward and over the entire body to the tips of the toes, making sure not to 

miss any areas. The idea is to find every hot spot and turn on that exists. Leave no part of the 

body untouched. Being aware of what makes your partner tick and tingle and where the hot spots 

are located, will offer an advantage, as well as unlimited sexual pleasures. Repeat the above 

while lying face down. The information you gain from this and the bonding that results from 

such an intimate experience should greatly enhance your sex life. This is marvelous for couples, 

makes a fabulous date night activity or is an incredible adventure in self-exploration and solo 

experience.

***An added twist to this exercise might include the use of other body parts for exploring, such 

as the tongue or breasts, or the use of ‘toys’. Be creative.

(Recommended reading)

The Multi-Orgasmic Couple: Sexual Secrets Every Couple Should Know

The Multi-  Orgasmic Man: Sexual Secrets Every Man Should Know  

The Multi-Orgasmic Woman

3-Capture the Moment

     Capturing sensual moments will promote and provoke self-awareness and sexual desires. 

Whenever you and/or your partner are feeling sensual, take a picture in whatever form of attire 

or position captures the mood. This helps in promoting awareness, appreciation for the body and 

the feelings you and/or your partner are experiencing.

http://www.amazon.com/Multi-Orgasmic-Couple-Sexual-Secrets-Should/dp/0062516140/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1246494430&sr=1-1#_blank
http://www.amazon.com/Multi-Orgasmic-Woman-Mantak-Chia/dp/1594864853/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1246494528&sr=1-1#_blank
http://www.amazon.com/Multi-Orgasmic-Man-Sexual-Secrets-Should/dp/0062513362/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1246494485&sr=1-1#_blank


 

It can also offer self-confidence and give a boost to the ego. Taking pictures and videos of your 

sexual experiences, as a couple or a single, is a fun way of recapturing the moments and can 

create a desire for more.

*Always, be mindful of privacy issues and do not share any pictures or videos without consent.

4- Sensual Tasks

     Sensual tasks are fun tools to use for bonding, creating cravings, pushing limits and fun 

sexual adventures. The tasks can be simple or grandiose; whatever suits your personal tastes. You 

might call your partner at lunchtime and have him/her do something naughty in the bathroom, 

while at work, at the gym, in the tanning booth or while at home. Be creative. Ask them to think 

of you while performing the task. It offers great stimulation that will carry over for an after 

dinner adventure. The idea is to create arousal and stimulation that translates to desire and 

cravings. It works well for keeping the connection and flow of want strong and intact. It is a 

grand way to remain sexually connected while apart. Business trips could actually be interesting 

and fun. You can always be together while apart.

     Sensual tasks are also a great way to push limits. If there is an activity, you would like to try 

and your partner is reluctant, he/she can try the activity while alone to see if it provides any 

excitement and help ease any fears or concerns. That would erase embarrassment issues and offer 

your partner the opportunity to know how he/she would want you to proceed.



This method of introduction alleviates the risk of a negative experience.

     Tasks can be a marvelous addition to your sex life and offer many opportunities for enhanced 

sexual satisfaction. The ways to use your tasks are limitless. It is certainly worth trying a few just 

for the experience. Use your imagination and create bliss.

5- Keep a Sex Journal

     Journals of sexual self-expression are another way to stay connected and bonded. Writing 

down needs, wants, desires and fantasies and sharing them, offers a non-threatening way to 

promote open communication. It is difficult for some to discuss sex openly and comfortably, 

when it becomes personal. Writing allows the freedom of expression without the inhibitions 

getting in the way. You can share it with your partner and he/she will know of your desires and 

feelings without the awkwardness of a cold discussion.

     A sex journal will allow the freedom to express your feelings about an activity or of wanting 

more. It is also a place you can talk openly of your fantasies, without embarrassment and 

judgments. It has many positive uses and benefits. Making the fantasies a reality is a fantastic 

reward for a job well done. The exercises listed here are but a few of the  many ways to explore, 

experiment and discover what it takes to create incredible sex. Set your sensual fantasies free and 

try them on for size. ENJOY!



Sexual Interest Check List

This questionnaire should be filled out by both partners and shared in open discussion. This will 

provide a quick "head start" to identifying limits, negotiating and finding common ground for 

your sexual experiences. This list contains many activities to choose. Some may be considered 

‘kinky’ and you may not want to offer them on your list. There are many more than are listed 

here and it is best if you make your own.  For those who appreciate kink, this list may be a bit 

mild and you may want to add more challenging activities.

For each item, you need to provide two answers:

First, write YES or NO next to each item to indicate if you have ever DONE that activity.  Mark 

N/A if it does not apply to your gender.

Next, indicate for each item how you FEEL about performing that activity by rating it on a scale 

of NO or 0 to 5.

NO means you will NOT do that item under any circumstances.

0 (zero) indicates you have no desire to do that activity and don't like doing it but you would be 

willing to do it to please your partner if it they really wanted it.

1 means you don't want to do or like to do this activity, but wouldn't object if it was asked of you.

2 means you are willing to do this activity, but it has no special appeal for you.

3 means you usually like doing this activity, at least on an irregular/occasional basis.

4 means you like doing this activity, and would like to experience it on a regular basis.



5 means the activity is a wild turn on for you and you would like it as often as possible.

Add any additional information, which might be important for your partner to know. Add things 

that please you or that you would like to experience that are not on this list. Please note whether 

the activity listed is one you enjoy doing to your partner, enjoy having done to you or both.

**Please note that pushing hard limits can be a positive for all.  It is important, however, to 

discuss this with your partner before you do it and approach it subtly and with caution.  In all of 

your sexual experiences, there should be a standard of excellence that is maintained and always 

remain safe and consensual.

                                                                          Experience                        Willingness

                                                                             Yes/No                            NO or 0 5

Anal sex

Blindfolds

Being Bitten

Biting

Bondage/Restraints 

Breast Play

Dirty Talk during sex



Dom/sub Role Play

Dressing for your partner

Exhibitionism

Fetishes

Gags

Hair pulling

Handcuffs

Hot oils

Hot waxing

Ice cubes

Including others (3somes etc.)

Licking

Massage (giving)

Massage (receiving)

Masturbation (alone/shared)

Modeling for erotic photos

Nudity (private)

Nudity (around others)

Oral Sex (Giving)

Oral Sex (Receiving)  

Orgasm control



Outdoor sex

Phone sex

Public exposure

Rituals

Role Play

Sensory deprivation

Spanking

Strap on dildos

Swapping (with one other couple)

Swinging (multiple couples)

Teasing

Tickling

Vaginal dildo

Vibrators

Voyeurism (watching others)

Video (watching others)

Video (recordings of you)

*** This material is for ADULTS ONLY.  Please do not make it available for those under the age 

of 18.

***The author is an advocate for safe, sane and consensual sex practices.  Rape or sexual acts 

with anyone under the legal age of consent is never acceptable.



Chapter Ten

Sex for Singles

     Contrary to popular belief, it is possible for singles to enjoy satisfying and richly rewarding 

sexual experiences. Yes, many are doing it alone, and no, it does not cause blindness or 

specifically aimed lightning strikes. Many singles are discovering a pleasure-trove of new and 

exciting adventures while exploring their own sexuality. They find many more doors open, 

offering new and fascinating worlds of wonder. So toss aside the pity and anxieties, singles may 

just have it better than the average couple.

     In every class I held on the subject of ‘Living single and loving it”, I have been able to show 

the benefits of the single life. However, all of my students consistently question the one issue 

they see as a problem. How do singles cope with the lack of a sex life? I have to chuckle, and 

frankly tell them that living without sex is not a requisite for anyone who is single. The fact is 

that singles do not have to live without sex and normally do not. The idea that a single’s life is 

void of fantastic sexual experiences is a myth. If you are well educated on the subject of sex and 

willing to explore and experiment, there are no limitations or loss of sexual pleasure. 

       Sex is no longer taboo and is not limited to male assertion to experience the pleasures. There 

is an increase in the number of women who have found their assertive voice and are quite willing 

to see that their sexual needs are met.



Thanks to the efforts of pioneering women such as Betty Dodson who wrote “Sex For One: The 

Joy of Self-loving”, self-pleasuring is no longer a taboo subject and offers extremely rewarding 

and fulfilling sexual experiences.  A little fantasy, creative play, and voila!  (Partners optional)

     Our sexual needs, and seeking to satisfy them, are quite natural, normal and essential, even as 

a single. Self-pleasuring offers the opportunity to explore the body, try out new ideas and learn to 

use the power of the mind to promote orgasm.  The mind will provide magical affects and open 

the path to bliss if we allow it. Singles learn that they are not dependent on a partner to provide 

for their sexual fulfillment. Using the mind, they can create an erotic, fantasy adventure, of wild 

and forbidden lust without restriction or negative emotions to spoil the venture. It is a freeing 

experience.

     Adding toys, accessories or visual enhancements was and still is considered a necessity for 

solo adventures. Using the mind as your accessory, to enhance the experience, will provoke 

explosive results. Singles hold the greater advantage is this regard. They have more opportunity 

to perfect their skills and experiment without a partner to tarnish their adventures.  Since there is 

no need for guilt or judgment while in fantasyland, sex for singles is uninhibited and free.

     The marvels of modern technology have enhanced our sexual experiences whether we live as 

a single or a couple. Both men and women can experience fabulous sex that was unfathomable 

twenty years ago.



The concept of ‘friends with benefits’ is the new relationship and is fulfilling the needs of singles 

of all ages quite adequately. The acceptance of ‘’recreational dating’ and the unconventional, 

gives singles a definite advantage in having a satisfying sex life. The stereotypical relationship is 

no longer required to fulfill our needs. Singles have many options and alternatives and they are 

not living without sex.

     Being single and the freedom it brings, allows them to experience the endless possibilities that 

exist. Their world is not limited. The creativity they possess and the lack of inhibitions affords 

them the opportunity to journey into the mystical and magical world of their dark garden. They 

can explore that place which resides within us all, where our most secret and darkest desires are 

stored. They can venture into a world that most only dream about and bring their fantasies to life. 

Some try on the light side of kink with self-bondage or move to a more challenging experience 

such as learning to orgasm on cue, without the benefit of touch. Wherever their fantasies take 

them, they are free to go. They are not hindered by their partner’s apprehensions or judgments 

and need no permission to explore.

     With those many positives, singles continue to draw a lot of sympathy from the outside world. 

Even though the rules are changing in their favor, matchmakers appear at every turn with plans 

for their future happiness in tow. It is presumed that they need help and direction, and advice 

comes in abundance. For those who have become awakened and aware, there is no need for any 

assistance or how-to material.



A single’s sex life actually holds many positives and brings a sense of independence and sexual 

freedom.

     The positive strokes to the ego and self-esteem replace feelings of desperation with 

contentment, while in search of that ideal partner or mate. The rewards gained in self-exploration 

and discovery enhances personal experiences, as well as adds to the offerings of shared sexual 

happenings. Singles are more aware of what makes them tick and tingle and can better appreciate 

the role the mind plays in human sexuality.    

     Singles have the benefit of many options and alternatives whether it be wild, daylong 

adventures or mini trips into the land of erotica. Sex for singles is no longer just about quick 

fixes for self-gratification. It is also about long candle lit baths, soft music, erotic play and grand 

excursions into sensuality. It’s about growth and confidence. Living as a single offers many 

compelling advantages. There is no room for pity and being single is not a life anyone should 

dread or fear. It is a grand adventure in life to be savored and envied.

 

     Singles are, by no means, ready to give up their search for the ideal mate nor would they 

consider giving up their time of sharing intimacy for a life of total self-pleasuring. They are 

merely taking full advantage of their time of growth and expanding their possibilities. Preparing 

themselves to be the ideal partner.



Chapter Eleven

Friends with Benefits – The New Age Relationship

     The fashionable, in-demand model of relationships is now the friend with benefits. What 

could be more natural than sharing intimacy with a friend? It actually seems quite appropriate to 

entrust that position to a friend and confidant, who knows you better than you, and loves you 

‘even though’. For many thousands of singles, this new age relationship design can, and does 

present as a cure-all for numerous age-old dating woes, while taking friendship to a new 

dimension. It is not a new concept, today’s singles are merely more open and receptive to the 

many positives it has to offer and the freedom it allows. Does it constitute abusing the privileges 

of a friendship?

 

     The skeptics paint a picture of booty calls, bed buddies and degradation. They view it as a 

clear violation of the rights and privileges of friendship. Some see it as impossible to accomplish 

given the processes of human nature and the emotional issues relative to intimacy. However, for 

the growing number of participants, it presents as an extension of friendship and a refreshing 

manner of bonding. It is viewed as a positive alternative to the traditional standards of love, 

dating and relationships. It allows for our most basic of human needs to be met safely while 

providing a sense of belonging and normalcy in a not so ‘normal’ society and lifestyle.

 

     For many it means the elimination of the dreaded ‘one night stand’. a dating encounter.

http://www.examiner.com/topic/love


Needs are satisfied by reaching out to the warmth and security of friendship rather than settling 

for the emptiness felt in a onetime event of physical gratification.. It compensates for any 

feelings of loneliness and replaces a continuum of self-pleasuring with the therapeutic benefits of 

another’s touch. It fills a need for the ‘no strings attached’ sexual relationship and is a practical 

alternative to the risks of sex with multiple partners. It provides a trusting atmosphere, which 

promotes a continual exchange of the positive sexual energies necessary for satisfying and 

fulfilling experiences.

 

     Aside from the many sexual advantages, other factors make this relationship a practical and 

preferable choice. It addresses issues of safety and the health risks that plague our society. It 

alleviates being trapped in the cycles created by many of the dating pitfalls. It offers an 

environment conducive to less restrictive and inhibitive communication where discussions of sex 

and other normal life experiences are not taboo. As a result, it provides a comfortable atmosphere 

for the exploration and experimentation of new ideas and designs. In any context, it is a fabulous 

positive!

 

    The friend with benefits relationship is uniquely designed to suit the individuals involved and 

according to their specific needs. Each couple must set the tone and clearly define their rules, 

limits and boundaries. The idea is to provide a complete understanding of the expectations so 

there is little risk of misunderstanding or hurt feelings.

http://www.examiner.com/topic/sex


For some there is no need for formal agreements or arrangements. They simply do what feels 

natural for them and is mutually satisfying. Others find it important to design a well thought out 

plan of action. In the final analysis, it works, and no matter how they choose to deal with the 

terms of their relationship, it is a satisfying, fulfilling and rewarding experience.

     As with any relationship, friends with benefits does not come without flaws or obstacles. 

There are many positive emotional benefits, but it does require mental preparation and 

maintaining the proper mindset to avoid emotional issues. It is imperative to stay focused on 

goals and boundaries set in the beginning and be mindful of the potential traps. Being friends 

comes with its own unique set of feelings and emotions. Add the sensitivities and bonding that 

accompany intimacy and the mix can create issues, which will require immediate attention.  It is 

simply the processes of human nature at work; however, it may present a dilemma for some.

   To avoid the drama of misinterpretation and damage to the relationship, this aspect requires 

preplanning and must be dealt with as soon as the partners become aware of a problem. Left 

unattended, there is likely to be hurt feelings that may cause the relationship/friendship to fail. 

For some, this issue can present an ongoing challenge. However, it is well worth the effort to

prepare and discern possible solutions.



     This relationship is about more than just sex. It involves friends doing what normal friends 

do. They just happen to share sex as a bonus. They will play tennis, go to sporting events, the 

movies, concerts and even share in family events. They are normal people doing normal life 

things and have other friends with whom they share their time, as well. The ‘friend with benefits’ 

relationship is far from the traditional ideals and standards, however, it has proven to bring great 

rewards and is a wonderful asset in today’s complex and chaotic world.

     



Chapter Twelve

Spice Up Your Sex Life

     Throw out the Viagra and let nature take its course! Add spice to your sex life and enhance 

your solo adventures, using natural, healthy formulas whose benefits have proven safe and 

effective over thousands of years.

     Most people are not aware of Mother Nature’s great gifts or have little faith in their 

capabilities. Herbs have been around since the beginning of time and their value substantiated in 

therapeutic, as well as sexual capacities. Nature provides for our needs, and unlike today’s 

wonder drugs, both men and women may reap the benefits of their use. While only a few have 

been clinically tested, all have proven their effectiveness and safety over time. Man-made drugs 

come with many side effects and risks, which usually put one or more parts of the body at risk 

while fixing another. Drug manufacturers warn of the harm their miracle drugs can produce; yet 

we continue to use them.

     Our sexual needs are basic essentials and nature has quite adequately addressed them without 

fear of risk or harm. Man-made male enhancement products carry a long list of side effects and 

potential for harm. They come with warnings of the dangers posed by an erection, which lasts 

more than a few hours. Does that mean they are not only unsafe, but are designed for quickies?

http://www.examiner.com/topic/sex


Their benefits appear to be limited to sex in metered doses. Herbs on the other hand were 

designed with our true needs in mind. They can be taken daily to provide a continual flow of 

what is needed to maintain a healthy sex life, while providing other health benefits as well. They 

pose no harsh and unnatural solution. Mother Nature holds the answers we seek. A few of her 

finest are listed below.

1-Ginger

     A common household spice by day and wild aphrodisiac by night. It is a wonderfully subtle 

stimulant, which increases blood flow to the genitals, stirring sexual desire in both male and 

female users. Having dinner at a Sushi Bar may holds new meaning and may prompt an intimate 

date night, due to the powerful enticements of ginger. It is fabulous for enhancing sensations and 

lending intensity to orgasm.  Bedroom heroes are born in its effects.

    Ginger is also used therapeutically for gastrointestinal disturbances, as an anti-inflammatory, 

is a strong antioxidant and much more. A tea can be made from the shavings of the root as well 

as from the powdered spice found in the grocery store. Extract and pill forms are sold at health 

food stores.

*Ginger has blood-thinning properties and is not recommended for those taking anticoagulants, 

without consulting their physician.



2-Damiana

     An herb, which surpasses Viagra and any other sexual enhancer in its sensational affects, 

safety and medicinal properties. It is a favorite among male users due to its ability to provoke 

erection. Damiana increases blood flow to the genitals, increases sensitivity, provides a 

marvelous euphoria and has a long lasting affect without posing risks. It is a safe and effective 

alternative to the harmful pharmaceutical options. Damiana is known for its ability to promote 

multi-orgasmic experiences. One may experience as many as ten orgasms in one encounter.

     Damiana has many therapeutic qualities, which make it an easy choice over the harmful drugs 

on the market. It is used to treat many ailments such as depression, digestive complaints and 

congestion to name a few. It is available in extract and capsule form at any health food store. If 

you are searching for the WOW affect and a night to remember, Damiana is a good choice for 

both men and women alike.

3-Licorice

     Licorice is the ‘Superman’ of the herb world. It offers super, energy enhancing properties and 

promotes a more active sex life. It stimulates female sex glands and is a great general health 

tonic for men. Some men, who use licorice regularly, notice a significant increase in their sex 

drive and stamina. The list of ailments and problems it is used to treat is quite extensive. Licorice 

can be found at health food stores in extract form.



*The licorice candy contains little or no licorice and is not useful for treating medical issues or 

for sexual enhancement. Anyone with high blood pressure should consult a physician before 

using licorice.

4-Ginseng

     Ginseng is an energizer and revitalizer, which is known as the king of herbs. The name in 

Chinese means root or essence of man and its history dates back thousands of years. It is a 

general tonic, which can improve stamina for sexual activities and the potency of male sperm. 

The list of therapeutic uses is extensive. Ginseng comes in many forms and is available at most 

any grocery and health food store.

*Anyone with high blood pressure, hypoglycemia, heart disorders or asthma should use caution 

when taking ginseng. Stopping regular use abruptly can potentially cause clotting. Reducing the 

amount a little at a time is recommended.

5-Vodka

   “Candy is dandy but liquor is quicker” (Ogden Nash). That old adage holds true, however, 

Vodka offers its own unique twist. Researchers have proven the positive effects of both its sexual 

and medicinal properties. It is a fantastic aphrodisiac and an even greater antioxidant, when 

mixed in a shaken martini.



Orange vodka holds those same properties as well, and adds emotional effects promoting a sense 

of loving attachment. Depending upon your designs, it might be wise to choose your drink 

carefully.

6-  Kama Sutra Pleasure Balm  

     The Kama Sutra Company offers a wonderful line of sex enhancing products, which includes 

a safe, subtle pleasure balm for extended erection time. The pleasure balm will not provide long 

lasting effects and does not come with any health benefits; however, it does offer the extra 

enhancement and a little kink. Most all of their products are edible and can add a little touch of 

spice to any sexual experience. www.kamasutra.com

     The list here barely scratches the surface of all that is available to us. It is just a place to start. 

A complete list of Mother Nature’s contributions is available online or in bookstores. For further 

information, please consult Nature’s Aphrodisiacs by Nancy L. Nickell, Prescription for  

Nutritional Healing by Phyllis A. Balch & James F. Balch or your physician.

          Anyone planning to use an herb or other natural product is advised to check warnings for 

possible problems relating to existing illness.  As always, all sexual activities should remain safe, 

sane and consensual.

http://www.kamasutra.com/


Chapter Thirteen

Holistic Sex & Sensuality

     Homeopathic Practitioners can spend as long as a week or more in the diagnostic process. 

Their goal is to insure their patients receive the most appropriate treatment for their specific 

illnesses. They will consider every aspect of each symptom in holistic fashion. Pills are not given 

to treat a headache before looking past the surface complaint, for something more. The aim is to 

get to the root cause of their complaint and treat the body and mind as a whole, not simply band 

aid the symptoms. We should be as discriminating concerning our sexuality. Just sex would be 

relative to treating symptoms without knowing their origin.

     Some will wonder about the necessity of this attention to detail and question those who would 

go to such lengths just to have sex. After all, it is not a requirement and sex is kind of a no 

brainer. You simply do it and it feels good, without the need for all the formalities and fan fair. 

That is all quite true. However, feeling good is wonderful, but feeling better than good is 

fantastic. Why settle for vanilla ice cream when you can have a banana split? Why not aim for 

something more?

     Achieving greatness is not a difficult process, and the quest is usually half the fun. Sex is a 

complex element of the human experience and requires much more than finding a bed and a 

willing partner, to capture its complete essence.



Numerous factors must be considered, which involve the body, mind, spirit and soul. All of those 

aspects of us need to be present, as a whole, with each sexual encounter. Emotions, spirituality, 

needs, preferences, growth, limits, boundaries and sexual energies need to be evaluated and 

given consideration in your goal to provoke bliss. The care given to that process will contribute 

to magnificent happenings and help avoid the mundane. The affects will be memorable and last 

long past the original event. They will not end in a transient thrill lived in the moment. Yes, it is a 

lot to invest, but the rewards are immeasurable and worth the effort.

 

     Every element of our being contributes to a single moment of passion. Some aspects will 

produce greater affects than others, and each will produce its own sensation and has something 

valuable to offer. The senses are essential to the human experience and a valuable asset in 

achieving heightened levels of sexual bliss. Sensory deprivation is extremely erotic. Eliminating 

the capabilities of one sense in order to enhance another is great strategy.  Take the sight and it 

will increase the sensitivity and awareness of touch and smell. One very basic element can 

change the entire dynamic of the experience and create the WOW affect.

     The addition of something as simple as a blindfold can deprive the sense of sight, resulting in 

incredible feelings of vulnerability and anticipation. Both of those feelings increase the level of 

arousal, passion, intensity of orgasm and offer up heroes and heroines. The senses intensified or 

denied can offer new and exciting degrees of consciousness and truly memorable experiences.



Often the simple things in life make the biggest difference. Choosing to explore the different 

aspects of our being, and how they relate to our sexuality will promote a continuous flow of new 

and exciting sexual happenings for a long time. Sex will never be boring or mundane.

     Our level of satisfaction is also determined by the energies transferred during our sexual 

encounters.  The sexual energies we share with our partners are powerful and can dictate the 

outcome of our future experiences as well. One negative experience can inadvertently host many 

more. How we ‘feel’ during and after sex is influenced by those energies. The ‘vibes’ we emit 

can determine how our partner perceives us, as well as the sex we share. We have the ability to 

create magic or provoke disinterest or worse, discontentment. Each component of our being will 

contribute to the positive and/or negative energies we share. The longer the list of contributions, 

the deeper and more intense the experience will be. There’s much more to it than just having sex. 

Viewing sex as a holistic affair will make an enormous difference.

     Sex is a spiritual happening, an explosion of sexual energies. You must look to the spiritual to 

grasp its power. We miss so much if we do not think to include every part of us in our sexual 

experiences. It takes very little to create the ‘wow’ affect and give us banana splits. Leaving one 

element or component out can make a difference in the level of fulfillment and the desire for 

more.  When all of those elements are presented in combination, they bring happenings and an 

awakening. The magic and ecstasy are unmistakable and blissfully addicting. It goes beyond the 

ordinary concepts of sex. Why not make memories and leave them wanting more?



     No, these things are not necessary to have sex and an orgasm. If complacency is the goal, 

there is no need to consider a holistic approach. Complacency does not create cravings and 

desire, however. It provides for the basic ‘fix’ and many empty feelings. Why waste what you 

have been given? Use it. Taking the extra time will equate to being a better lover in the eyes of 

your partner/s. The ego boost will be glorious. In this instance there is method to the madness.



Chapter Fourteen

Kinks, Taboos & Fetishes. Oh my!  

     Let’s face it, we all have had thoughts, dreams and fantasies of kinky unconventional, atypical 

sexual experiences. Our weakness for the forbidden dates back to the beginning of time, yet no 

matter how intriguing and compelling our secret desires become, we normally hold them captive 

in our unconscious mind. We allow our fears, pre- programming and the prejudices of others to 

dictate permission to experience our ultimate sexuality. Who made the rules and banned the good 

stuff? What rules, in specific, are broken if we choose to meet our sexual needs and desires 

through methods deemed to be ‘outside the box’?

 

     Kink is most often considered abnormal sex and is typically acknowledged as profane or 

deviant, but kink is in the eye of the beholder. One man’s kink is boring sex to another. Most 

everyone has tried sex with one partner wearing a blindfold. That can hardly be considered a 

profane or deviant act, yet it is held on the list of kinky things to do. A blindfold offers 

excitement, the thrill of anticipation, a sensual feeling of vulnerability, and lends itself to a subtle 

but effective power exchange. It is erotic and provokes intense and powerful orgasms. Is it kinky 

or an aberrant sex practice? Actually, it’s just hot, steamy fabulous sex without any evil attached.

 

     Kink offers a higher level of sensuality, eroticism and increased arousal.



The added spice allows us to visit the many different levels of altered states, where our spirit and 

mind are set free and entranced by the wonders of the universe. It allows us to learn more about 

who we are and how to better please our partners. Spice or kink, allows us to enter deeper levels 

of consciousness. There is nothing evil in knowing more, learning of human nature, and the thrill 

that comes when our heart sings and the spirit soars. The addition of the extra enhancements 

merely provokes what already exists inside us to travel that higher road which leads to 

spectacular sexual adventures. It does not have to involve taking drastic measures or pushing 

hard limits, to make it a positive. Subtle enhancers create grandiose effects. It’s the little things 

that count.

     The list of kink ranges from the subtle to the extreme and can include such activities as 

masturbation (mutual or solo), bondage and restraints, spanking, role-play, BDSM activities and 

the use of toys and gadgets to tweak and incite the body and mind. Each adaptation provides its 

own set of valuable assets. Sexual experiences spiced with kink reach far beyond missionary 

style sex and a kiss goodnight, to create a memorable, and most often, incredible happening. 

How could that equate to wrong in any context?

 

      For many, the intense level of arousal and eroticism become addictive and provoke an 

obsession or fetish. Some hold oral sex as a fetish, while others are obsessed with feet or breasts. 

Neither of which is truly kinky, rather a matter of personal preference, yet they are all placed on 

the list of evil kink.



Both men and women hold nipple fetishes, as the nipple is a hot spot for both sexes. Men and 

women are known to have addictions to oral sex. It is not at all freaky or strange that something 

feels good and promotes an intense desire or craving for more. It is simply humans responding 

humanly. 

 

     A turn on or personal sexual preference hardly lends itself to profane or deviant activity. 

Normal, abnormal, right and wrong hold no bearing on what feels good to us. Abnormal and 

wrong would apply to those sexual experiences, which are practiced outside the rules of safe, 

sane and consensual sex. Forbidden sex relates to those under the age of 18 and has no hold on 

two consenting adults. Therefore, what is considered taboo by the outside world merely poses to 

express a personal preference and is not a statement of right or wrong. Our sexual desires are not 

to be left to the scrutiny of others. Why would we limit our growth potential and life experiences 

based on someone’s opinion of what should feel right for us?

 

     Although most of us claim to be willing to try anything once, participating in an activity that 

is drenched with preconceived negative ideas and anxieties is not likely to warrant many positive 

results. We must first make it acceptable in our own minds. Negative images and labels are not 

conducive to an open and stress free environment. Repressed anxiety creates an atmosphere of 

apprehension and fear, which leaves little room for eroticism. If it feels good, do it in spite of the 

stigma. Let your body make the decisions regarding what it likes and craves. It will often betray 

the mind and you are left with fantastic results.



 

     Kink is merely a clever or unusual way of doing something, fetishes are cravings and taboos 

are simply the voice of someone else’s opinion. Sex is an individual and private affair just as our 

religion and politics. In order to enjoy it to its fullest we must give up the old beliefs and 

standards that get in our way. Sex is beautiful in whatever form pleases you. Bedroom heroes are 

made of creativity and intuition, which both require a mind free of inhibitions, shame and all 

things, which limit our potential and bind us to fear.

 

     If it feels good, do it!



Chapter Fifteen

Spiritual Sexuality

     In many cultures around the world, sex is held as a sacred spiritual experience. It is an 

awakening, which lifts the essence of the inner being to a place of heightened awareness. Sex 

combines the human element with the grandness of the universe. It is that place, where human 

sexual energies connect to a higher spiritual plane, and man and the universe become one. This 

spiritual consciousness transcends the temporal sexual events most of us typically accept as 

standard.

     Most of us don’t see or know to look for more in our sex packages past what we have been 

told exists and that part, which we are programmed to see as evil. No matter what you are willing 

to allow yourself to see and regardless of what you have been told, there is more. Yes, sex does 

offer orgasm, creates the elements of bonding, has a calming effect, holds healing powers, 

provides for a good time and a restful night of sleep. Most of those offerings sound like the 

effects of a pill we can purchase at the local grocery store. Unfortunately, that is how many view 

their sexuality. However, their bag is still full of all the things they don’t take out and explore. 

There is much more!  

     Sex is sacred and spiritual. It touches the deepest places within us and provides much more 

than the surface benefits we accept as our complete package.



Sex allows us to experience the Universe and as proof of its endorsement, Mother Nature has 

been endowed with all we need to indulge ourselves in its splendor. We are given the 

enhancements and accessories necessary to enjoy the pleasures as they are meant to be. To deny 

this gift, we reject the spiritual essence of our sexual presence.

     To reap the benefits and gain the rewards, we simply have to open our minds to all of the 

possibilities and utilize all of the gifts we were given. It is the easiest thing we will ever do. 

There are books written on every aspect of human sexuality and experts stand at the ready to 

offer their advice about how to get the most from any element in which we may have interest. 

These sexual writings date back to well before the 1st century. Sex is not a new venture that 

appeared a few years ago. There are sacred writings and instructions from very old and wise 

sources. We would benefit greatly learning from those ancient masters.

     Early writings such as the *The Kama Shastra and *The Kama Sutra provided documentation 

of the specific needs and protocols designed to facilitate the spiritual sexual experience and 

response. Those early compositions offered detailed orientation with regard to the value and 

importance of touch and position. They addressed the proper transfer and use of sexual energy to 

promote bonding, healing and the full body orgasmic response. The Kama Sutra details specifics, 

even to tell us how to bite and nibble in sensual fashion. Other writings include those on Tantric 

and Taoist sexualities, which also tend to the spiritual aspects of our sexual experiences. It is 

worth the effort to explore melding your spirituality and sexuality. It can be life-altering.



     The human sexual essence is considered a vital component of daily religious practices and 

health regimes, for those who have learned to appreciate its influence and connection to all 

things. Celebrated rites and rituals include the spiritual forces of human sexuality.  

Transcendental experiences with Divine powers can become entwined in our sex to inspire 

incredible happenings. Some have felt the presence and power of the Divine One through the 

sexual experience. Spiritual sexuality has the power to make us feel whole, sated, rejuvenated 

and brings a sense of belonging to the universe. It promotes a bonding and closeness not to be 

found anywhere else. Experience it once and it is likely it will become an addiction.

     It is fact that sexual energies play a major role in our overall health and well-being. One 

example bares the risks associated with pent up sexual energy, which necessitate it being moved 

and circulated on a regular basis. Early teachings insisted that the shift and exchange of the 

sexual energy was so vital that if a man could not have that need satisfied with his mate, he was 

to have it met outside the relationship. While that dictate promoted ‘cheating,’ it did stress the 

seriousness of the connection and power of sexual energy to our very existence.

 

     There is much to know and learn about our sexuality, which can improve quality of life and 

present sex as an amazing journey. Few men are aware that there can be risks associated with 

ejaculation or that it actually shortens their lifespan. Through the teachings of Taoist sexuality, 

men are offered the experience of full body orgasms without ejaculating and with more 

rewarding results.



This information can be found in the modern day writings of “The Multi-Orgasmic Man” by 

Mantack Chia & Douglas Abrams. 

     Women hold the power of sex and it draws like a magnet. They are aware they have the power 

to sway and manipulate through their sexuality, but they don’t realize the true powers they carry. 

There is more. Most are unaware of the greatness of power that lies within them. They do not 

know how to use the power for good and still depend on the physical contact of others to 

stimulate and satisfy only their most basic needs. Early writings provided us with the information 

needed to utilize this gift and find the wisdom it brings. That material taught us how to fully 

benefit from sex and to extend ourselves far from the basics.

     Those writings also gave us the methodology for orgasm without the benefit of the human 

touch. Women can orgasm as part of a deeply spiritual melding with the universe, using only the 

power of the mind to connect to their spiritual essence. Given the numbers of women who go 

through life without experiencing orgasm at all, it would do them well to do the research and 

study to experience it. They would never see sex in the same light nor their role as women.

  

      How we experience our sexuality holds a great effect on how we live life. It has an impact on 

the way we think and feel, as well as on our actions and attitudes. We have the power to enhance 

or impede life’s offerings. What we do not know and that, which we are unwilling to explore, 

leaves us limited and inhibited.

http://www.amazon.com/Multi-Orgasmic-Man-Sexual-Secrets-Should/dp/0062513362/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1241762947&sr=1-1#_blank
http://www.amazon.com/Multi-Orgasmic-Man-Sexual-Secrets-Should/dp/0062513362/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1241762947&sr=1-1#_blank


 We miss the beauty of all that we have available to us. The deeper we allow ourselves to 

venture, the deeper the pleasure and fulfillment. Take life a step further, cross the boundaries of 

your inhibition. Dare to venture into ecstasy.

     We have been given a sacred gift`, which can provide unimaginable pleasures, if we only 

allow ourselves to remain open and experience it all. Finding your place in the light of spiritual 

sexuality will only enhance your life experiences. It is growth, awakening and where newly 

found treasures await.



Part Three

Relative Realities

     Sex is a complex component of the human experience. There are many sexual and non-sexual 

elements, which influence or are affected by our sexuality. Those aspects can determine whether 

we enjoy satisfying and fulfilling sex. How we feel about sex, in general, is as important to our 

sexual experiences as our performance. Our choice of partners, the influences of society and our 

peers have an enormous effect on how we experience sex. Our emotional and physical condition, 

the methods and chosen preferences will each have an impact. Sex is not merely the simple act of 

having sex. It encompasses every aspect of life, and given the deeply spiritual connections, is 

quite complex.

     A great deal of time and effort is spent on our performance and achieving satisfaction. For 

generations, men have sought to discover the secrets of what women really want and what it 

takes to please a woman. That has presented a colossal challenge for most men, because women 

experience sex so physically and emotionally different from men. Women are complex beings 

and their needs can mirror those complexities. They need more than ‘just sex’. The task of 

discovering their hidden truths is overwhelming for many (even the women themselves). Women 

are good at hiding their secrets.



Some women like holding onto that power and appear to enjoy keeping men in a quandary. The 

result of those games we play comes back to us in neglected needs and a lack of the fabulous sex 

we crave

     Some men become frustrated with guessing and the suffering gets old. For them it is easier to 

simply look for a woman who is not so complicated and is easy to please. While most men have 

need to serve the great purpose of women, there are limits to their tolerances. Unfortunately, after 

much suffering men in relationships or marriages simply give up and answer a different call. 

They cheat. Cheating too is a complicated aspect of life. However, the mere mention of cheating 

brings to mind sexual issues. Cheating is most often about sex or the lack of, but also involves 

growth issues and other intellectual and emotional needs that fall by the way side.

     It is in the best interest of women and to the benefit of both, if women would speak out about 

their needs and ensure that their partner’s needs are met as well. The old tapes and 

preprogramming are outdated and should be replaced with strategies, which actually make sense. 

It is okay for women to have a voice regarding their sexual needs and desires. Dangling men by a 

sexual chain is no longer the way of women.  The ladies who continue in the old tradition suffer 

the anguish of the rules which governed those traditions, as well as a cheating partner.

    Cheating is the ultimate statement of discontent.



Rather than cheating in the conventional manner, some men and women choose to cheat in a 

fashion that is not as definitively marked as cheating. Their actions remain on the questionable 

edge. They take to the Internet and find a partner who can enjoy sex from a distance. Those who 

participate in an online sexual encounter have a completely different experience. Both partners 

must be involved and aware for it to make sense and provide great sexual happenings.  Cybersex 

is more complex and challenging, but ultimately provides incredible erotic adventures. However, 

is it cheating if there is no physical contact?

     Those who experience problems in their relationships and sexuality are bound by their 

commitments to be open and honest with regards to their needs. Developing headaches and 

whining about not being understood is not the answer. Open discussions that are geared toward a 

resolve of the issues is what it takes to make it happen. Communication is the only right option.  

Your partner cannot be expected to fix what they don’t know is broken. You have to talk about it.

     It also makes sense to be absolutely sure of your choice for a partner and ensure compatibility 

before you enter a commitment agreement. Asking the right questions helps in the decision 

making process. Do I have to get married or totally commit myself to have great sex?  Is 

marriage really necessary or mandatory to enjoying a marvelous relationship?  The answer to 

both of those questions is, NO. Whatever suits your life design and makes you feel good about 

yourself and your partner is the right thing to do.



Having doubts and anxieties in this regard will inhibit your experience and laden your sharing 

and sex with guilt, shame and fear. Those weights will deny you the enjoyment and bliss you are 

entitled to.

     The same applies to relationships and sexual preferences, which place you outside the box of 

conformity with the masses. Your sex belongs to you and cannot be dictated by society. Just as 

your religious preferences and political choices are guaranteed freedoms so too is your sexuality. 

If you harm none, keep your experiences safe and consensual, with an age appropriate partner, 

then you are free to fly. You merely have to break free of the chains and allow yourself to 

experience what feels good for you.

     Many aspects of life and human sexuality are not specifically relative to sex, however they 

are vital to our sexual experiences. We do not readily associate them; however, they do exist in 

the world of sexual realities and have an effect. It is important for us to understand how all of the 

pieces fit together in order to complete the puzzle. Those discoveries, along with the associated 

components, and the sex itself, take time and patience. The time spent contemplating the whole 

of your sexuality is not a negative, however. Mastery is never a quick fix process but is always 

worth the time and effort spent. Your partner will benefit from your indulgence.



Chapter Sixteen

Drama Belongs in the Theater

     With sex, there is drama. Unfortunately, we have not been able to move past the sexual 

programming, misconceptions, anxieties and the need to create drama whenever the subject of 

sex is broached. Sex is a deeply spiritual connection even in the simplest context of procreation. 

It was never intended that sex be a negative! Any exchange of spiritual sexual energies should 

promote positives. Study and research the subject, prove the facts of intention and decry the man 

made dogma, which has forced sex to be associated with evil. The negatives we use to create the 

drama associated with sex is based in the opinions of man. How sad for us as a society.

     Centuries ago, a man or a few men decided our sexuality should be governed by rules and 

teachings, which are designed to provoke guilt, shame and even fear. Their true purpose is 

unclear. They did the same with religion and politics, making it necessary to contradict those 

rules with laws to protect our freedoms. No laws were written to counter the rules regarding sex, 

however. No one knew which tack to take so they chose to use caution and left it alone. That 

dreaded cloud still hangs over us today. Church and state collectively refuse to release their hold 

over our sexuality. It is not a subject for public debate or determination. It is private and 

personal. We own it. Each of us owns our sexuality.



     As a result of those centuries old rules and teachings, we are left with a constant fixation on 

the drama. While we have moved past some of the stigma, there is still enough lingering guilt 

and shame to show sex in a negative light. Women still carry the burden of shame and tend to 

create the most drama. Men are stuck in the middle between the rules and women, free to control 

their own sexuality. Since women carry the sex, men must adhere to the rules of the ages and are 

caught in the middle of evil and good. They must contend with the drama to meet a need.

     It is not the intent of most women to create drama, however some find it a lucrative power 

source and carry the traditions as a weapon or tool for manipulation and punishment. Most 

genuinely want the same sexual freedoms as men and want to enjoy the freedom of their 

sexuality, but guilt and shame are an ever present reminder that they are doing something bad. 

The drama unfolds and sex is back on the list of evils. Men did make the rules and now centuries 

later find they are paying the price for their choice to curb the sexual appetite of women. Bad 

move guys.

     Sex itself is not always the issue. Certain sex acts become the target for dramatic displays and 

discontent becomes a serious issue. Men enjoy and some need oral and anal sex. Somehow, those 

sexual activities became the worst of all of the evils, and it has prevented women from seeing the 

beauty they hold. The common description for both acts is ‘gross and disgusting’. Again, we are 

dealing with the opinions of others.



Most have never tried either act and merely repeat the voice of another’s opinion as to its worth. 

Try it ladies, before you judge. You might just find great pleasure.

     Some men do not offer their partners the opportunity to experience sex without the stigma and 

don’t offer them the exciting adventure that might turn the tides. Women don’t always ask for 

what they want and need and often get left behind with nothing more than their fantasies. The 

world is changing and both men and women need to change with it. Women are becoming more 

assertive and demanding that their needs be met. Men are less judgmental and more open to 

offering their partner grand experiences. If drama continues to be a part of this exchange, it will 

stifle growth and leave us in the midst of drama for all eternity.

.     Keep your mind neutral, in a sensual place, open and receptive to good feelings and 

sensations. Let your body determine what feels good and what might feel gross.  If your mind 

determines it is a bad thing, it will be. Your body will betray the mind. It will not let you 

intellectually make decisions on its behalf. You will find yourself enjoying things you never 

dreamed possible if you are willing to give it a fair chance. No drama needed. The only drama 

you will experience is the emotional awakening that comes with pleasure and bliss.

     Men start offering. Women start accepting. That is the key to avoiding drama. It is OKAY to 

enjoy your sexuality and all the grandness that comes with it. Sex is a sacred and private affair. It 

was meant to be a spiritual experience that allows us all to connect as one with the universe.



 Its fun and it feels good. Live it. Do not be afraid to experience it all. Life is an adventure. Never 

turn down an experience that could potentially add dimension and alter the course of your 

sexuality. If it feels…do it. If you are not sure, try it and see. Allow your body to make decisions 

for itself. Leave the drama to the theatre; it holds no place in our bedrooms.



Chapter Seventeen

What Women Want

     Today’s women view and experience their sexuality from a different place than those of past 

generations. They are discovering more freedom in seeking to have their needs met and are more 

adamant in their demand for sexual satisfaction. The age-old quickies and the dutiful nightly 

ritual hold little appeal or value. Women know their worth and are beginning to recognize their 

power.  Being a hero in the bedroom now requires a working knowledge of women in general, 

and the willingness to present them with the proper incentives and sensual environment.

 

     As men seek more satisfying sexual experiences, they are discovering that they must offer 

their partner intellectual, as well as, physical stimulation. The inclusion of both mind and body 

creates a holistic affair, which allows for heightened awareness and deeper levels of pleasure. It 

is what women want and need. Because sexuality, in its truest sense, is harbored in the mind, that 

is where our sexual journeys must begin. Touching the female psyche before attempting to touch 

her breast, will offer the greater affect.

 

     There are endless creative ways to provoke and capture sensual feelings, without the benefit 

of any physical applications. Sex and sensuality for women are more complex and adventurous 

than the simplistic regimes of the past. Women are more aware of their physical, sexual selves 

and know better now what it takes to create true sexual pleasure.

http://www.examiner.com/topic/sexuality
http://www.examiner.com/topic/women


Knowledge, intuition and creativity are the tools necessary to discover where those pleasures 

live, how to awaken them, what it takes to incite them and how to encourage them to grow 

Equally important is the knowledge to sustain those feelings past the fleeting moment. A 

conscientious partner can inspire need and cravings simply by creating the proper thought 

processes. To waste the mind’s power is to dishonor our sexual essence.

 

      Find her hot spots and get into her secret garden of desire. Push those emotional buttons. Use 

her own fantasies to enchant and inspire. Learn to activate the sensory and sexual sensations to 

create more intense arousal and stimulation. Utilize the power produced by those intense sexual 

energies to provoke more. Don’t stop at phase one and call it a day. Make memories. Go for 

super charge and make it worth the effort.  It really isn’t that difficult to please a woman if you 

pay attention and use the mind as a catalyst. Where the adventure leads is limited only by the 

efforts and imaginative designs of the individual.

 

     Women thrive in the presence and care of a partner who knows what they want and need, 

without ever having to ask for it. Knowledge is power! Getting to know your partner, as well as 

what makes her tick and tingle is key. The ability to unearth these secret treasures comes from 

paying close attention to actions and reactions that might indicate you have your finger on a 

button or hot spot. Finding all of those buttons, exploring the endless possibilities and 

discovering the wondrous places they lead, takes patience and thought, but the rewards are 

fantastic.



     Some women enjoy the leading role in their sexual experiences. They thrive in a sexual 

environment, which allows them to be assertive. They are turned on by feeling empowered.

One can learn a lot, in some instances, by paying attention to what a woman does with her power 

in that role. It may offer clues as to her own fantasies and what pleasures she might enjoy. Many 

women are not able to voice their needs and feel compelled to play the stereotypical role. It is 

good to let her know she has the option of being whichever persona best suits her realities. She 

needs to know it is absolutely okay.  At that point, your role is easy. Lay back and enjoy the ride.

     Having well-honed intuition is a valuable asset. Liken it, if you will, to a good quarter back 

with a natural talent for reading the defense. If you are in tune and aware of your partner’s needs, 

wants and desires, without her having to explain it, you hold a powerful advantage. Possessing a 

good base knowledge and the ability to read the signals, offers a continual win, win proposition. 

Women are not that difficult to read or please. It just takes paying attention to the signs. What she 

says may be different from how her body responds, however. If she is not sure or you want to 

know, try it.

 

      Yes, women, tend to become more emotionally attached to sex.  One night stands are difficult 

for most women to process and handle emotionally. Old tapes replay the stigma. Men hold a 

more pragmatic and realistic view, in that respect. However, regardless of their programming and 

the negative influences of the old beliefs, women do not want to be short changed.



     Most women are highly sexually charged beings and capable of much more than they are 

given credit for.  All women are capable of having more than one orgasm. Some do not know 

how or unfortunately, aren’t given the opportunity, but they are capable; more so than men. 

Depending on which G-spot is used to achieve orgasm; a woman is capable of one in succession 

of another. Many are capable of and experience as many as ten or more in one sexual encounter. 

All women can, and many do own that privilege.

     Remember, the mind is the playground, the body the bonus. Take the mind, the rest will 

follow. Start there. You might be in for a surprising response and a wild ride. Women may take a 

little longer to heat up, but when fully charged they will offer a fabulous exchange. If they have 

had a difficult day, you’ll have to give them a good reason to welcome your sexual advances and 

desires. Let them know that’s it’s not all about you and your orgasm, rather a mutual experience 

of a lifetime.

     No aspect of the sexual experience is gender specific, when all things are appropriately 

addressed.  Whether they can say it aloud or not, women desire and crave the same sexual 

pleasures and fulfillment as those of men.  It is time their voices were heard and their needs met, 

without neglect or the stigma of the past to inhibit and restrict their pleasures. Dare to ask them 

what they want and maybe they will tell you. It just might be that easy.   

 



Chapter Eighteen

The Female Persuasion

     Yes ladies, we all wear our “female” at times, play the games, manipulate through feminine 

wiles and pretend to be something we’re not. We do this primarily as a direct result of pre-

programming, environmental role modeling and because, let’s face it, it does get us what we 

want. If we consider this course in the grand scheme of things however, it usually serves to 

provide a short-lived fix which eventually comes back to haunt us. Is the power of the female 

persuasion a gift, a curse or simply an abuse of power?

     Today’s women want more, but many typically offer less. Those terms are simply not 

acceptable. As with anything else in life, you have to be willing to give at least what you hope to 

get.  Women do have a reputation for misusing their special gifts. Some mistakenly entwine 

power with love even though the two are not synonymous. Women can be harsh and cold 

creatures when it comes to their dealings with men. That is a fact of many generations.

     Women size up men for their potential and then attempt to train and transform them into their 

ideal image. They pretend to be offended when men present their masculine and open assertions 

regarding sex. Most turn on the charm and the tears at will and are determined to make the men 

in their lives responsible for their life experiences and happiness.



It is women who hold the power of sex and wield it to trap men and at a moment that suits them, 

transform it into a tool of punishment and torture for any lack of patronization. Are those mixed 

messages and abuses of power conducive to the success and happiness we seek?

 

     Many women choose a man based primarily on the female vision. He is chosen according to 

her needs, her hopes and dreams and by her standards and design. If things do not go according 

to her plan, she will blame him for her own bad choices. One of the biggest complaints from men 

is that innate need women have to change them, to mold and shape them to the female design. 

Men are what they are, and most like it that way. If women did not hold the power of sex, men 

would not dare agree to conform. However, forcing men to conform usually means failed 

relationships or breeds discontented men who cheat. Are women really better off having an 

unhappy man rather than no man at all?

      Any woman who has spent time out with the girls can attest to the vibrant conversations that 

take place regarding sex and men. Most often, they are more open and raw than those hosted by 

men. Women are actually rather risqué’. Yet when a man dares to speak of such things in their 

presence, they behave as if they are grossly offended and demoralized. Sex is real life. Women 

need get over it! They also hold ‘man bashing’ sessions on a regular basis without the slightest 

inclination that they are most often the cause for the flaws they find in men. 

    



      Women love sex until they get into a relationship or marry and then sex becomes something 

ugly. Their lust and sensuality are replaced with age-old designs, complacency and female 

power. They use that power as both punishment and reward leaving men confused and frustrated 

with the inconsistencies. How demoralizing it must be for men to have to succumb to ‘woman 

power’ just to get sex. Sex is not a tool or reward ladies, it is an intimate sharing of the self. If 

men have to ‘perform’ to get sex that makes the act relative to prostitution doesn’t it?

 

     Men carry the visions of their relationships and home life to the workplace. There, they are 

exposed to the temptations of finely decorated women, who are playing the same games and 

using those same feminine wiles to gain attention as you did when your designs were new. Men 

then go home to a whiny, bitchy woman in sweats or to the woman who is absorbed in her own 

workplace issues and has no desire to share loving intimacy with him. If your goal is to make 

them happy and you want them to stay at home, you are definitely going about it in the wrong 

way. They need a reason to go home and stay there.

 

     It is not difficult to understand why men cheat or want out of their relationship. Women 

smugly maintain their power and refuse to conform. The men are expected to make the changes 

and sacrifices needed to keep the relationship intact. If men cheat, it is blamed on their bad 

character rather than the world their women have created for them. There is little attention paid 

to their needs as men, yet women cry foul when the relationship has failed.



     Many women cry and agonize when their partner has cheated, but not because their feelings 

are hurt. They are angry and mourn their loss of power. That makes a rather unpleasant and 

seriously warped statement. That process becomes a circle of life for them. The goal is to find a 

man, push him to his limits, anguish over his loss and start the process over. Power is the driving 

force. Today’s men are beginning to see that pattern in women and aren’t falling for it. A great 

majority of men are seeking friends with benefits to avoid the drama of the typical relationship. 

Friends don’t control friends. Men are choosing to keep their power as well as their dignity and 

sanity.

 

     Being feminine is admirable and promotes positive reactions and responses. Being female is 

ugly business and provokes the negative images of the female persuasion, which have been 

passed down through the ages. Men should be accepted as men and not created in the female 

design. For when the spell has been broken by frustration, there is no magic formula to 

reincarnate its power and influence. Successful relationships demand that we accept our men as 

men and wear our femininity with pride. Our female is best left in a shallow, unmarked grave in 

the back yard.



Chapter Nineteen

It's A Man Thing

     Are men any less complex or easier to understand than women?  Men are often described as 

heroes, warriors, protectors, guardian angels, best friends, providers, beasts, demons, large 

children and egotists. Can those many personalities and qualities fit into one being without 

creating complexities? Do women really know and understand men? Is it the design of every 

woman to change a man to suit her needs? Do men see women solely for the service and sexual 

pleasures they can offer? Every woman would do well to fully explore the male phenomenon, 

learn the truths of men, gain insight into life in their element and scrutinize the male/female 

dynamic.

 

     Women and men normally hold a different interpretation of ‘male’. However, there are certain 

realities that bring them closer than one might believe. Yes, they view life a little differently and 

their sexual experiences are in contrast, but men come just as preprogrammed as women, with 

just as many needs and issues and are often more vulnerable. Men generally tend to be concrete, 

pragmatic, harbor a whimsical spirit and unlike their female counterparts, do not instinctively 

equate love with sex. They often do carry a touch of male ego to accompany their more serious 

roles and at any given moment in time can present as Sir Galahad, Peter Pan or Captain Hook. 

That is not a case of multiple personalities; it is simply men being male.

 



     Women often see men through their own design and tend to size them up for their potential 

rather than accept their realities. They train, change and under many false pretenses, manipulate 

men to get the results they demand. Men are preprogrammed to respond and have little choice 

but to conform. Sex is the determinate factor. There are instinctive qualities and characteristics 

however, that are not likely to be erased as they comply and accept their newly appointed role.

     Their need for sports, toys and male bonding time are an intrinsic part of their reality and will 

remain intact; it is a man thing. If a man has a night out with the guys, women need not see it as 

a threat or as demeaning to their relationship. Those gifts of release offer compensation for the 

level of responsibility they are expected assume. All work and no play do create a rather dark 

environment. Their realities are not acts designed to intentionally upset women. They are male! 

It’s what they do. They harbor no malicious intent.

 

     The man every woman dreams of is not going to come as one of custom design, but comes in 

his truest form of self. He is genuine, complex and male. He is not easily persuaded by female 

displays of weakness, dominance, emotion or cooking talent, but is impressed by intelligence, 

independence and the ability to appreciate and accept the complex truths of life and the 

male/female dynamic.  If a women has to change a man to make her happy, it emphatically states 

that he is not the one for her. He is merely one she has chosen as the most vulnerable to change.



     It would make sense for women to know and understand men, learn to speak their language 

and be willing to accept them on an ‘as is’ basis. It is always wise to make choices based on facts 

rather than hopes and dreams. Unfortunately, in real life; there are no magic formulas for turning 

the frog into a prince. Relationship failure results in making wrong choices based in what you 

hope to gain rather than what you have.

     Relationship and marriage failure is rising at an alarming rate. There is an increase in 

dysfunctional families. The downward spiral needs to be stopped. Choosing the right partner, 

who already comes equipped to satisfy, and respecting his/her rights as the person they are, will 

help. Changing men and creating a need for them to opt out of relationships are not going equate 

to a loving, long lasting relationship. Men are real. Accept them on their terms.



Chapter Twenty

Who's Cheating Who?  

     Approximately 1.5 million websites and over 1000 book titles are dedicated to the subject of 

cheating. The focus is most always on proving the infidelity, catching the scoundrel in the act 

and dealing with the pain and shame of being a victim. A close analysis however, creates 

uncertainty regarding exactly where our compassion and sympathies should lie. We are forced to 

question our concepts of relationships and the realities of our role as a partner. Untangling the 

complexities to find the truth, provokes a host of questions with many complicated answers.

     Cheating is not as simple as one individual in a relationship behaving badly, and the other 

being wronged. It is a multi-faceted, complex reaction stemming from many different places 

within the human psyche. Cheating involves two people making well-informed decisions and 

choices. It relates to compatibility, needs and the realities of human nature. A lack of attention to 

those vital relationship components provokes reactionary behaviors as a matter of course. The 

need to cheat is a consequence, which is facilitated by a serious lack of consciousness.

     The dictionary defines cheating as being ‘sexually unfaithful’, but adds that it is relative to 

‘depriving someone of something valuable’, ‘falling short in satisfying the expectations and 

hopes of another’ and ‘to influence by deceit or trickery’. Any one of those descriptors could 

represent the cause for cheating in relationships and change its dynamic.



Given the diversity of those definitions, we are able to extend our view of what cheating really 

is. It broadens our perspective regarding the roles of the cheater and the victim. We are prompted 

to question if cheating, as we know it to be, really exists, or is it an instinctive human response to 

being cheated out of the human essentials.

     In the beginning, couples tend to ignore any negatives, which might later become an issue in 

their relationship. Caught up in the euphoria of new love, men are not always clear about their 

true sexual needs and women do not admit that when the intoxication of new love wears off, so 

do their intense sexual desires. Could the lack of attention to those details constitute deceit and 

trickery? Perhaps couples simply do not recognize the serious nature and responsibilities of their 

commitment.

     Cheating is all encompassing, and is not always provoked by sexual deprivation or a lack of 

fulfillment. It involves growth issues, intellectual stimulation and non-sexual needs that were not 

made clear in the pre-commitment conversations.  The lack of attention to detail regarding 

mutual needs promotes complacency. Many end up on different paths due to the individual rate 

of growth or they simply lose interest.  Perhaps they committed in haste, while under the 

influence of lust. The deeper we dig into cause and effect, the more questions are raised. The 

answers are obvious if we hold an honest vision of the facts.

 



     Relationships involve two people giving an equal share of themselves to ensure the happiness 

and fulfillment they desire. The two must accept responsibility for their individual contribution 

to its success or failure. Both parties come with their own agenda and destructive powers. 

Women come with their set of issues and pre-programming and men with theirs. Women often 

want their partner to conform to a new set of rules once a formal commitment is set in place. 

Some change expectations in mid-stream or offer their partner little incentive to stay at home. 

Men become distracted, lose direction and focus or allow outside influences to interfere with 

their responsibilities to the commitment. In either scenario, addressing mutual needs is lost to 

individual priorities. In the end, both suffer losses and pain. The patterns present a sad 

commentary to the basic concepts of human relationships.

     Both sexual and non-sexual needs are at issue, and both hold equal value on the list of 

priorities. Intellectual stimulation is as important as sexual satisfaction. Having those needs met 

is basic to all the laws of human nature. For many, the natural response to a lack of fulfillment in 

either category is to seek resolve in whatever venue holds the offering.  Unfortunately, cheating 

is most often the first option. Confrontation is seen as a harsh alternative, which can rattle 

securities and usually leads to no resolve. Cheating is simply the easy method for dealing with 

the issues. No one is hurt, life remains secure and the relationship intact.

     The rules of commitment and marriage do not specifically mandate one partner is to serve a 

self-sacrificing role to maintain the relationship.



Yet those who see themselves as victims in a cheating scenario, cry foul when confronted with 

their own lack of consciousness regarding their partner’s needs. Ignoring them simply provokes 

cheating. Do we ultimately cheat ourselves by making bad choices and decisions?  The answers 

are complex and will add new dimension to our standard views of cheating.

     In reality, most often the cheater is the victim. Cheating usually stems from being cheated. 

We often create our own discontent through a lack of attention to detail when it comes to our 

sexual needs and the need for mental and emotional stimulation. We ignore incompatibilities and 

the possibility of making the wrong choices. Most often, both parties become victims. Both hold 

the power to create success or to provoke an environment for a cheating scenario. How each 

partner chooses to respond to his or her individual relationship responsibilities will determine the 

outcome. Create a welcoming environment for cheating and it will come to stay.

 



Chapter Twenty-One

Love & Sex In Cyberspace

     Love and sex in cyberspace states a great cover for a work of fiction, but what claim does it 

hold in the land of reality? Computerized sex and finding love in the vastness of cyberspace does 

offer a futuristic flair to our typical concepts of dating and relationships. It also brings new 

meaning to the notion of love at first sight and the demands of safe sex. One might question the 

world’s direction and focus.

 

     The idea of falling in love with someone sight unseen mimics the fairytales from our 

childhood. We couldn’t’ have dreamed the concept of having sex without the benefit of in-person 

physical interaction, however. Because this seems relative to youthful tales and fantasy, is it truly 

possible that this new age phenomenon is practical, real, fun or erotic? Can it actually hold 

substance and value? For the hundreds of thousands who participate, it serves a purpose and they 

are quite satisfied with the results. For others it is a joke, which could never offer any 

compensation for the ‘real thing’.

 

     In reality, mind power, along with imagination and creativity can give life to almost anything. 

Cyber-sex combines all of those, in their truest form, to create erotic online sexual adventures. 

This method of sharing intimacy reinforces the critical role the mind plays in our sexual 

experiences. 



 

For some, it is the greatest happening since the birth of the Internet, while others see it as simply 

a means to an end. A few find it lacks the substance and stimulation needed to indulge or see it as 

merely an outlet for freaks and those with sexual issues.

     Yes, a great number of people do use the Internet for sinister and dishonorable purposes, 

however, the number of ‘average’ people who use it for ‘good’, is even greater. The Internet has 

proven its worth as an aid in helping men and women, worldwide, enjoy relationships that were 

inconceivable in the past. It is a positive, which happens to come with the normal package of 

negatives. In the grand scheme of things, it is on the list of incredible accomplishments and 

serves millions of people every day. Regardless of the negative opinions, cybersex is a viable 

option for enjoying fabulous sexual encounters.

     The positives of cybersex compose a long list, partly because it does offer is a less restrictive 

and more creative environment for sexual interactions. Of course, it is not the preferred choice, 

as it doesn’t offer personal contact, but it serves a purpose for those who need and enjoy it, for 

whatever reason. No one would want to live in a world where cybersex was the only offering, but 

for the shy, those in long distance relationships, the partner away on a business trip or simply as a 

fill in, it is a marvelous medium. The addition of web cams enhances the experience with visual 

stimulation and interactive involvement. The end-result is an erotic sexual encounter.



     Negatives do exit, and are too often presented in the readiness of many thousands, to be 

caught up in the feelings and illusions their minds create during their online ventures. It is easy 

from a safe distance, to fall victim to our own fantasies. While being in love offers a healthy 

impact on both the mind and body, falling in love with an online persona can come with its share 

of ill effects, which we create for ourselves. Many of us tend to alter reality and fall in love with 

the fantasy and dreams we design. It can be a serious drawback to computer sex. Many translate 

the feelings produced by lusty adventures into love and their fantasies into a reality that is altered 

or does not exist.     

     If we are lucky, our online dreams and fantasies do become reality. Too often however, what 

we find in truth is nothing close to our original concepts and we become disillusioned and 

frustrated with our experiences. It is not practical to depend on our feelings and online aura 

connections, unless they have been verified through in-person contact. The love affect can be a 

problem and one to be aware of before attempting this type of sexual encounter. Most of the 

feelings we experience are simply the result of the moment; a moment of shared passion. We 

must keep our focus on that fact. If we are sharing with our partner, then obviously those issues 

do not apply.

 

     High tech sex and love hold a balance of good and evil. For many thousands of people, the 

Internet offers positive, life altering opportunities. 



It can add dimension to normal communications and offer a less intimidating and non-

threatening means of social interaction. Couples find it provides a way to stay connected and 

bonded while apart. For those whose career limits their time to search for a life partner or for 

single parents with family obligations, it offers relationship and social advantages that would not 

otherwise be available.

 

     Cyber love and sex will be viewed and measured differently by everyone. As with any dating 

and relationship experience, it must be custom fit to the design of the individuals involved. There 

are obvious negatives such as communicating over long distances, the lack of human touch and 

the usual safety issues and concerns. Since Web cams can pose greater risks in regards to privacy 

issues, there is cause for even greater caution. Some will say that the positives far outweigh the 

negatives and in most cases that is correct. As with anything in life, determining its worth and 

value is dependent upon our individual choices and the paths we ultimately take. The personal 

opinions of others should never play a role in the choices we make regarding our sexuality.



Chapter Twenty-Two

Different Loving, Or Simply Love?

     Is the way we love really an issue for public scrutiny and political debate? Is Father John, 

Senator Smith or Martha next door qualified to make any accurate determinations regarding the 

people we love or our sexual needs? How many of us can even boast that we know and 

appreciate different loving or alternative lifestyles? At the very least, we owe it to ourselves, as 

well as those who live it, to gain a complete understanding of these issues and the marks left by 

society’s standards and designs for normal love.

 

     Unfortunately, normal does exist as a set of unwritten and written rules, which have been 

delegated for centuries by religious and government leaders. It also includes the abridged ideals 

and philosophies of our peers. Many of our standards for ‘normal’ are based in age-old teachings 

and text, which have proven to hold many contradictions and half-truths. Some are based in 

beliefs that have been handed down for centuries and reflect the feelings, needs and fears of past 

generations. How sad it is that we have not outgrown those archaic notions and anxieties.

 

     Normal poses stereotypical doctrine, which exalts the opinions of the few, as proclamation, to 

dictate the perceptions and behaviors of the masses. Typically, we react and respond in robotic 

style, seeking to maintain the approval of others. We give credence to these delegated standards, 

set by leaders, who have overstated their authority.

http://www.examiner.com/topic/love


Many of those in authority have demonstrated their own cravings and curiosities for 

unconventional love and alternative lifestyles. The increasing number of leaders found straying 

from the norm merely offers proof that no matter whose standards are violated, our individual 

sexual needs are part of our essence and cannot be dictated, denied or repressed without risk or 

consequence. 

     Sadly, ignorance, fear and prejudice dictate our sexual pleasures, preferences and desires. 

Without regard for the facts, we blindly accept outdated standards, given by whatever authority 

chooses to make them. We knowingly follow designs set by another’s personal beliefs and 

preferences, even though the facts show a different standard once prevailed.  The traditions of the 

ages once included and accepted what we now deem forbidden love. Different loving was once 

the norm and not proclaimed a source of evil.

 

     Our rules and standards are based in Christian teachings. Christianity, however was born in 

Paganism. Christian celebrations and holidays remain based in Pagan ritual, yet Pagan sexual 

rites and rituals have become taboo. The facts also show that many of the sexual experiences we 

love and hold dear are illegal. There are still active laws, over much of our nation, prohibiting 

our participation in many of our favorites. Prohibition of oral sex is among those on the books. 

Yet, we accept it as normal and participate because we like it. We laugh at the law and make our 

own choices and decisions in that regard, while claiming judgment and making laws over 

another’s chosen preferences.

http://www.examiner.com/topic/sex


     Although the old Christian teachings and writings speak of the sin in judging others, we treat 

that as we do the laws regarding the ban on oral sex. Our first response to that, which does not fit 

the standard molds of society or is different, is to assume it corrupt or immoral. We focus on any 

perceived ‘evil’ and use it to degrade the act and its participants. It is customary to condemn what 

we do not understand, have difficulty identifying with or cannot label as part of the norm.

     Those who answer a different call and follow the direction of their inner voice do not show 

weakness or degradation for any authority. They simply display the essence of the human 

element and the compelling force of the universe. They are merely perusing their own course and 

making their own choices, as we are all given the right to do. They are being who they were born 

to be. To veer from the path of the masses does not make that choice wrong. It is simply different 

from that which you or I would choose. And it is okay!

    Those who share love away from the principles of society, continue to be met with prejudice 

and the resulting battery of conflict and ridicule. The loving and sharing presented in 

Gay/Lesbian, BDSM, Taoism/Tantra, Wiccan/Pagan and interracial relationships, comes with the 

gift of promise, but individual rights in that regard are limited to one design. Our “live and let 

live” policies extend only to that, which conforms and fits the typical mold. Normal assumes a 

“one size fits all” code of conduct and love shared outside the stereotypical dogmas is seen as an 

attack on humankind, something ugly and without merit or credibility.

http://www.examiner.com/relationships


     We have come to be a society driven and controlled by our own fears and disassociated 

consciousness. And even though our religious teachings preach that we should not sit in 

judgment of others, we set ourselves above the divine rite to make life decisions for our fellow 

man. How long will we carry our bent and rusty swords of injustice, in the namesake of normal? 

When will personal opinion and perception be replaced with the dictates of individual rights and 

freedoms?     

 

     No matter our passions or religious beliefs, we have all been given the freedom to choose how 

we live, love and share ourselves intimately. We have been cautioned by our religious leaders 

against judging one another and the consequences of such judgments. We continue without 

thought for those dictates, to do what pleases us as we do the laws that govern our sexuality. 

Judgment is not passed for those who ignore the outdated laws prohibiting oral sex, but then it is 

not considered sex outside the box. Or is it?

      Finding cause to force personal opinion and perceptions on one another and dictating 

another’s preferences poses a conflict.  The laws of nature and the powers of the universe will 

always supersede the dictates of man. Providing for the laws of safe, sane and consensual sex; if 

it feels good…do it! 

 



Chapter Twenty-Three

Is Marriage Really Necessary?

     Our world has come a long way from its early traditions. Both male and female roles are 

evolving and the male/female dynamic is vastly different from what it was 10 years ago. Women 

are becoming more assertive in their quest to find happiness and are no longer settling for the 

standards set for them by Patriarchal rule. Men are not as eager to enter into a lifelong contract, 

which restricts their growth and potential or offer themselves up as the 'sacrificial lamb' in the 

namesake of tradition.

     The 'old traditions’ or societal dictates suggest that we, as women have one goal in life and 

that is to find a man to marry, and spend our lives dedicated to his happiness. Men are the 

designated 'bread winner', the head of the family and are expected to find a wife, procreate and 

carry the burden of offering their wives and children the 'ideal' life'. Aside from marriage being a 

tradition, which has been passed down from generation to generation, a symbolic ritual of 

ownership and a way to deal with taxes, what purpose does it really serve? Does it hold a place 

in today's world? Is it really necessary?

     Some would quote religious precepts and argue they are bound by the church to marry if their 

desire is to share life and raise a family. However, there are no 'marriages' mentioned in early 

times. The Christian bible makes no note of any 'marriage' ceremony.



Adam 'took' Lilith and Eve as his wives without the benefit of rings and bridesmaids and 

'divorced' Lilith without court papers or other formal rituals. So where did marriages come from? 

Who made the rule that marriage is necessary to solidify a relationship that we 'hope' will last 

forever? Is it still needed to prove legitimacy of family? Does the paper contract enhance the 

relationship or does it merely serve to inhibit and enslave its participants?

     The fact is that the ‘institution’ of marriage is approximately 4,500 years old. Originally, its 

primary purpose was to bind women to men as property and guarantee family legitimacy. Hidden 

within the hypnotic veil of romance, those reasons still exist. However, some countries have 

begun to disallow marriage in the name of human rights. Those actions make a premier statement 

and reflect the reality of the marriage contract.

     The idea of marriage, as we know it today, is romantic ideology. In today’s society, this legal 

rite of ownership is alleged to be based in love rather than property registration. Marriage is not 

meant to enslave its participants, but is a promise to share life in love. However, when asked why 

marriage is so important, the majority answer that it’s because they want their partner to belong 

to them, so no one else can have him/her.  That really isn’t about love, it’s still about ownership. 

We have simply change the words to sound appropriate for the times. It is ownership covered in 

fancy wrappings.     



     Weddings have changed to keep up with the times. We now have more elaborate ceremonies. 

The bride and groom have the thrill of dressing up in fantasy-like fashion and going through the 

formal ritual of giving themselves to the one, they love. The fan fair is dreamy, but is it really 

necessary? Will the love shared diminish without the ceremonial presentation? Does it prevent 

cheating? Can marriage truly guarantee legitimacy of family? Is legal registration, proof of 

ownership required for longevity? What purpose does marriage really serve?  

     The rate of divorce is currently over 50% and rising. Those high percentages indicate that 

more than half of those, who choose the marriage option, have figured out that they made a 

mistake. Marriage was clearly not the appropriate choice for them. More than half of the number 

of divorces and relationship failures are due to sexual incompatibility and cheating. Is it worth 

the effort, cost and emotional drama and pain to marry and risk divorce?  Can we promote it 

given the evidence of the limited benefits? Is it yet another outdated decree, which needs revision 

or dismissal?

     While we have made great strides in our struggle to lose the hindrances of marriage and 

recognize the value of human rights, we are still weighed down by ancient Patriarchal rule. 

Unfortunately, the right to marry was not given to all people of the world.  Same sex marriages 

have been forbidden in many states in our country and in many countries worldwide.  However, 

marrying someone of the same sex was not always outlawed and is once again found legal 

worldwide.



It is not a new concept, our programming and views have been altered, and laws put in place to 

inhibit the practice. Same sex marriages actually date back many centuries. The first recorded 

homosexual marriage was that of Nero, who openly married at least two men in his lifetime and 

was rumored to have married more in secret. The forbidden was once acceptable. Over time, our 

society has been committed to turning it ugly and shameful.  

     The number of those who have chosen to cohabitate rather than marry is growing daily and 

worldwide. Friends with benefits is the fashionable alternative to traditional relationships. Maybe 

in subtle fashion we are moving towards a better alternative. Outdated religious dogma may be 

on its way out. People are considering their options and choosing personal preference and 

individual need rather than abiding by the rules made to govern the masses.

     Is marriage the right choice for you, is it really necessary? Will the legal contract hold any 

real value, does it positively come with guarantees of bliss and contentment? Would your partner 

leave without the contract in place? It would be time to consider your choice if that is an option. 

Take away the glamor and glitter of the ceremony, the hopes and dreams for the fairytale future 

and you are left with the realities. Marriage is simply an age old tradition that gives your partner 

a right of ownership with lots of bells and whistles to mask the deed of title.



Chapter Twenty-Four

Sexual Anxieties

          Fear is humankind’s greatest enemy.  All of us allow fear to control our lives to a degree, 

in some form or fashion. No matter how diligently we work to control its reign; subtly it creeps 

in and takes hold. Fear of rejection, being hurt in a relationship, of failure, of making bad 

choices, career changes, all affect how we react and respond in many other aspects of life. It is a 

powerful force, which can determine our dreams, aspirations and station in life.

  

     Far too many have a fear of sex. We do not fear sex itself, rather the reprisals and 

consequences of our actions. Most carry anxieties based on judgments and precepts, which carry 

no authority. Some of us fear our own feelings and desires. We question and second-guess 

ourselves with every encounter. We allow guilt, shame and the opinions of others to prohibit us 

from letting go and enjoying this sacred gift. The anxieties that come with this negative thought 

and the restrictions placed on us are not necessary and can shadow good sex.

   Many women still suffer the negative effects of the old traditions. The notion that if we want 

and participate in a sexual act without marriage it makes us tramps, whores, sluts and evil 

women to be shunned. It is the belief of some that women of ‘this type’ are veiled from the sight 

of God. (Lightning strikes here)



We allow our peers to create as many fears and anxieties as the religious community. The results 

are the same no matter who our judges are. The bottom line is that we end up afraid of having 

sex!  That fear negates any positives, distorts the beauty and prohibits fulfillment.

     Men will dare to associate with ‘loose’ women, but have concerns about marrying a woman 

who would share herself in that manner. The fact is that men do not have the same restrictions. 

They are not considered evil for thinking about and having sex with many women, nor do they 

hold serious titles such as man whore or slut. If those titles are used in relationship to men, it is in 

jest. Men do not have reason to fear or have apprehensions regarding their sexuality.

     The rights and rules of sex for men and women are still vastly different.  Those rules present 

seriously outdated concepts, which need to be dismissed. The fact that men can and women 

cannot is hardly relative in today’s world, holds no place in the land of sexual realities and 

violates the rights of women. The world is making changes in this regard, however it is not 

coming fast enough and is not able to erase those old decrees. They remain with us and continue 

to influence our sex and create anxieties.

     The power we give to outside influences to dictate our sexuality, is equal to the restrictions 

and inhibitions we place on ourselves, with our own limiting thoughts and ideas. At times, we are 

our own worst enemy. We allow fear to dictate how we have sex, with whom, our sex acts and 

the terms and conditions.



Those many restrictions and that much anxiety is not conducive to fabulous sex. One could 

hardly expect arousal and full body orgasm when our minds are stuck in a mental self-bashing 

for allowing such evil to happen. If you let thoughts of how evil you are slip in, the mind is not 

going to help you reach your grand orgasm. There is no need to fear your fantasies or desires. 

Instead, tend your garden of sexual desires, weed it, water it and help it blossom.

     Both men and women are afraid of certain sex acts or consider them gross and disgusting. 

They did not come up with those assessments without the input of an outside influence that holds 

those same opinions. Those opinions are usually not based in fact, however. Most are precepts 

passed down through the generations and have never been tried and verified. We hold someone 

else’s claims of fact, without finding the truths for ourselves. Many women hold anxieties about 

performing oral sex. Surely, it is not due to its legal status. It is most often because they have 

been preprogrammed to think it gross and evil. Those thought processes give men a great excuse 

for cheating.

     Based on the teachings of Tantra, Taoism, the Kama Sutra and other religions, denying your 

mate the opportunity to move his/her sexual energies is a viable cause for cheating.  They see sex 

as necessary, and have incorporated it into their daily religious practices.  Sex is part of their 

spiritual belief system and is deemed a requirement. These religious communities hold a 

completely different set of values and decrees regarding sex and sensuality. And they live 

without the fear of lightning strikes.



     Participating in any of the spiritually based sexualities erases the need for fear and anxiety 

while promoting incredible sexual experiences. The option is there for us to feel good about 

enjoying sex as it was intended. All the reasons not to enjoy sex are based in personal opinion 

and dictated by the opinions of the few, which is clearly not reason enough to deny ourselves the 

opportunity to experience the magical wonders of sex. Validate the positives and focus your 

energies there. Anxiety is not a healthy state of mind. We need to rid fear from our lives, not let it 

control us. Sex and anxiety are not compatible. We must choose one or the other. Which do you 

choose?



Chapter Twenty-Five

Not tonight dear; I have a headache

Excuse or Symptom?

     The headache routine has been a staple for many generations. In order to mask our disinterest, 

dislike or discontent for something or someone, we will use numerous excuses, lies and 

explanations designed to hide our true feelings. We often do it in the namesake of protecting 

another’s feelings. Women normally use the headache guise as an excuse to avoid having sex. It 

bears the brunt of thousands of jokes and everyone is aware of its true meaning. Does the 

avoidance of sex by headache render it an excuse or a symptom of more serious sexual issues?

     Men also have their famous line, which references a lack of sex. “My wife/partner does not 

understand me”, gives cause for pity and offers explanations that do not address the issues in 

fact. The hidden truth behind that statement is that their wife/partner is not meeting their sexual 

needs. That too is an obvious guise that has been around for generations and is used as a reason 

for cheating.  It no longer fools anyone, however. We have all caught on to that one as well. Is 

the man who makes this statement a discontented partner who wants out? Is the ‘lack of 

understanding’ statement an excuse or a symptom of a shadowed discontent?

     More often than not, those statements are symptoms of a serious problem. Obviously one or 

both partners are not happy or content in their relationship.



Dating someone who has previously been in this situation would be a risk until he/she knows 

their needs, has figured out the appropriate way to express them and have them satisfied. Both 

men and women will forgo those important steps and change partners without thought to the 

possibility of getting into the same situation with the next partner. A journey into self, as well as 

open and honest communication is the answer.

      The truth still works brilliantly. Instead of the lies and excuses, showing two faces, stating the 

facts would be a welcomed alternative.  Women telling their partner they simply have no interest 

in sex might give him/her the incentive to motivate or inspire the right mood and atmosphere. A 

man telling it like it is might not get him sex or the sex he wants, but it could provoke 

conversations and compromise regarding his needs. It would bring the issue to light, which might 

provoke a resolve. If there is no resolve, at least he will know, and can make a well-informed 

decision as to his desire to continue the relationship. Cheating is not the answer. Both partners 

are owed the opportunity to move on and find the happiness they deserve.                

     If you have to resort to excuses, explanations and lies to get or get out of intimacy, it is time 

to analyze the relationship as a whole.  There is cause for the feelings of discontent, and excuses 

are usually a guise for real symptoms. Discontentment is a serious symptom and needs to be 

addressed. No one is served by staying in a relationship that isn’t working. Both partners need to 

analyze their situation and put forth the effort to resolve the issues or call it done and say 

goodbye.



     Relationships take commitment, effort, fortitude, dedication, planning and good 

communication skills. Ideally, we would plan for problems and their solutions in the beginning, 

but unfortunately, that is not always the case. In the beginning, we do not want to admit that 

there will be problems, so we avoid that aspect of planning for the future. A lack of attention to 

the realities of human nature can prove costly. If you are not in a relationship, you might still 

want to use the questionnaire below with a potential long-term partner. If it is not working 

without a commitment, it will not work with one.

 

     Communication is vital to maintaining a flourishing relationship.  You have to talk about it!

When there is a breakdown in the communication process, issues grow out of proportion and 

getting back to a place of harmony becomes difficult, but not impossible. Fixing the problem is 

always the best resolve. Staying in a bad relationship without resolution can be damaging to all.

 

     When problems arise or you no longer feel comfortable and content in your relationship, 

excuses, explanations and lies are not the solution. Unfortunately, there are no stereotypical, one 

solution fits all, answers. Each relationship is unique to the individuals involved and to their 

commitment and agreements. Only you know what is best for you. Sharing this personal analysis 

with your partner and discussing the results will help.  Ask your partner to compare notes and try 

to reach an agreement regarding how you feel. What you do with the thoughts and conclusions 

this analysis might provoke is up to you. Ignoring the issues will not come with inner peace



What are the positives in your relationship?

1 ____________________________________________________________

2 ____________________________________________________________

3 ____________________________________________________________

4-____________________________________________________________

5-____________________________________________________________

1-Have there been recent changes in the way you feel about your partner or the relationship?

2- Are there critical issues, solvable or unsolvable problems? Is there room for compromise?

3- Have you and your partner had open and honest discussions about your concerns?

 

4- Are you able to communicate without negative, reactive emotions getting in the way?

______________________________________________________________________________

5- Do you feel that you and your partner have grown apart?

______________________________________________________________________________



6- Does your partner meet your needs? Sexual? Non-sexual?

______________________________________________________________________________

 

7- Do you have dreams, fantasies and desires for someone else?  Do you act on those desires?

_____________________________________________________________________________

8-Do you feel your partner is to blame for the problems in your relationship?

_____________________________________________________________________________

9- What do you think your partner would say about your efforts in this relationship?

____________________________________________________________________________

10- What could you do to improve the relationship? Sexually? Non-sexually?

____________________________________________________________________________

 

11- Do you honestly feel that the problems within the relationship can be repaired?

____________________________________________________________________________

12- Do you still have feelings of a genuine love for your partner?

____________________________________________________________________________

 



13- Do you WANT to stay in this relationship? Are you past the point of no return?

____________________________________________________________________________

 

14-What reasons do you have to stay if neither of you are happy? Are they valid reasons or 

simply excuses to hide insecurities and/or guilt?

____________________________________________________________________________

 

15-What are the positives to maintaining the relationship? What makes you work well together?

____________________________________________________________________________

     These are just a few of the questions you can ask yourself about the condition of your 

relationship and your true feelings. The questions listed are not meant to provide a solution, 

rather to provoke thought about your own realities and offer the opportunity to think about the 

possible solutions. You will know what to do about any negative issues. Talking about them is a 

necessity.



In Closing

     No matter what we might believe, sex is important. For some, it is a deal breaker. Anyone 

able to convince him/herself that sex is not an influential requisite to the human experience has 

grievously misinterpreted the facts. What might create such a viewpoint? One might feel the 

need to disguise inadequacies or have a lack of desire, and such a conviction would 

accommodate those issues.  The person might have been misinformed or is hindered by an 

ancient belief system. The result of those ill-conceived concepts creates a barrier for those 

seeking successful, satisfying relationships. Not only is the believer cheated by his/her own 

negligence, but is systematically cheating his/her partner.

     The physical, mental and spiritual assets that accompany the sharing of sexual energies is vast 

and undeniable. Those who wish to avoid a cheating scenario or failed relationships must 

consider the realities of any forbidding fallacies.  Anyone who genuinely has appreciation for 

themselves, their relationship and their partner, must be aware of the consequences that come 

with denying the truths and the realities of human nature

    When we care about our partner, we are usually more than willing to do whatever it takes to 

keep them happy and content. That desire to please must include making ourselves aware of and 

tending to their sexual needs.



Sex is not an exclusive or an addendum, but a basic human need. Being male or female has no 

bearing on those needs, nor does our sexual orientation or lifestyle become the qualifier. It is 

inherent to who we are.

    Ultimately, your partner determines your experiences. Choose well. Go for what you want and 

need; don’t settle for what you are offered. Taking care of your own needs will leave you in a 

better place than choosing a partner who leaves you incomplete and frustrated.  Yes, sex is that 

important and it’s okay to ask for what you want and get it. Your body, mind, spirit and soul need 

you to make good choices and decisions regarding your sexuality. It’s an all-encompassing 

proposition.

     Our sexual needs are built into our core and cannot be excluded or treated as an earned right 

of privilege, nor should we be judged for having them. While we offer many reasons, or excuses, 

for denying their existence, they come as part of our life essentials package.  We accept the entire 

package as is, or have none of it. Bits and pieces will not completely address our total essence. 

We will satisfy a mere portion and be missing pieces of ourselves, which will leave us in 

darkness.

     Enjoy your sexuality, live it and give yourself to accepting its truths and realities. Explore, 

experiment and discover the beauty this gift brings. Do not put limits and restrictions on yourself 

that hold no reason. Sex is our essence and should be experienced as it was intended.    



Information & Resources

Herbs & Spices to Enhance Sex

Ginger, Damiana, Licorice, Ginsing, Cayene Pepper, Black Cohash, Kava Kava, Gotu Kola, 

Vervain, Valerian, Yohimbine, Wild Yam, Don Quai, Coriander

http://www.vitamincottage.com/

   

Aromatherapy * Incense & Foods For Sex

Cinnamon Bun, Lavender, Strawberries, Vanilla, Cola, Oriental Spice, Jasmine, Musk, Rose, 

Sandalwood, Pumpkin

http://store.isisbooks.  com/  

Sensual Oils

http://kamasutra.com/

http://store.isisbooks.com/

http://store.isisbooks.com/
http://kamasutra.com/
http://store.isisbooks.com/
http://www.vitamincottage.com/


Recommended Reading

Tantric Sexuality for Beginners

by Richard Craze

Sex for One- Self Loving

by Betty Dodson

The Multi-Orgasmic Couple

by Mantak Chia & Douglas Abrams

The Multi-orgasmic Woman

by Mantak Chia and Rachel Carlton Abrams

The Multi-orgasmic Man

by Mantak Chia, Maneewan Chia, Douglas Abrams, and Rachel Charlton Abrams

The Complete Works of the Kama Sutra

by Alain Danielou

                                                                                                      



Nature’s Aphrodisiacs

by Nancy L. Nickell

The Art of Sensual Massage

by Gordon Inleles

Screw the Roses, Send Me the Thorns

by Philip Miller and Molly Devon



Shopping

Fredericks of Hollywood

http://www.fredericks.com/

JTs Stockroom

http://www.stockroom.com/

Adam & Eve

http://www.adameve.com/

Yandy

http://www.yandy.com

http://www.yandy.com/
http://www.adameve.com/
http://www.stockroom.com/
http://www.fredericks.com/
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Client Testimonials

Client Comments

I met Judy several years ago. I knew almost right away that I was lucky to have found a teacher 

of rare insight and compassion. Judy is a gifted teacher who combines a deep sense of 

 dedication to allowing clients to reach  their full potential.

Pete

I just wanted to thank you for the support you gave me in becoming aware of who I am. Your 

knowledge and patience with my questions helped me greatly.  We also enjoy the reference 

materials that you provided as well as the coaching.  I would highly recommend you to anyone.

Thanks

I have known Judy for several years. She has done a tremendous job in helping me to learn more 

about myself. She is a font of information and knowledge, always ready with resources or 

informative material. I am very happy that I had her in my corner as I was exploring and 

learning. There is a ton of misinformation out there and she very easily helped me maneuver my 

way and gave great advice and was certainly a positive influence. I would highly recommend 

her..

Sincerely,

Denise



                                                                                                            

Judy:

I wanted to simply drop you a quick note to tell you how much your mentoring, instruction and 

education has meant to my growth and development. I was totally clueless after 50+ years in a 

much less exciting, much less fulfilling society. I wanted to let you know your experience, your 

training and your coaching have brought me to where I now understand and celebrate who 

I am. I would highly endorse you for whoever desires the understanding, training and mentoring 

to become who they are with your special skills and insight.

I look forward to learning more and more from you so I can become the best at what I am.

Sincerely

John

“Judy understands the dynamics of people and relationships.  Her clients are met with respect 

and quickly learn of her wisdom and integrity. I felt comfortable with her and was able to be 

honest about my needs. My thoughts were always met with kind understanding. A trust was built 

that allowed me to reclaim my position as the powerful man that I am. Judy has a sharp mind and 

a wonderful arsenal of ideas. She is open-minded and passionate. She is mature and experienced. 

If you’re looking for safe ground to learn and explore your inner self, Judy can help you."

George



                                                                                                            

Judy was a great coach and was very patient in helping me to discover who I am.  Thanks to her I 

am able to be comfortable in my relationships. Judy  is a wealth of knowledge  I had lots of 

questions that she was always able to answer either based on her knowledge and experience or 

her extensive research.

Thank you,

Michael.

I had multiple issues. I talked to Judy about my situation.  She gave me insight into my issues. 

Judy enlightened me as to my situation and gave me some very good advice for helping me 

 though a very turbulent time.  In fact thanks to Judy, I have a new outlook on this whole 

perspective, and I’ll be consulting her more about my endeavors.  

Thank you Judy.

HHH

I am happy to recommend this wonderful woman as a coach. She is an intelligent lady who fully 

understands the aspects of men and human nature.

Harvey A Amos


